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Welcome
And Overview

Congratulations!
By opening this workbook, you have opened the door to many possibilities 
in your career as an Auto Glass Technician. The PPG PROSTARS 10 Star
Technician Training Program, in a nutshell, is designed to do the following:

❍ Help you learn the auto glass installation industry at your own pace 

❍ Give you one-to-one training in dozens of procedures 

❍ Prepare you to earn industry certifications 

❍ Offer you greater earning potential over the life of your career 

What is 10 Star Technician Training? 
10 Star Training is a 10-part program that your shop is using to update 
your knowledge and skills to prepare you for the challenge of becoming 
an experienced and certified auto glass technician. This program contains 
a wide variety of training tools — tools that help to give less experienced 
technicians one-to-one, hands-on training from your shop’s most qualified
teachers, or mentors. 

Together, you and a mentor will work side by side throughout each part 
of this program — all while you are making a living as a technician trainee. 

There’s nothing like 10 Star Training in the industry today. We hope you take
full advantage of the professional opportunity you now have in your hands!

Hands-on training
allows you to become 
a more productive,
more knowledgeable
technician, faster!
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Working With Modules
10 Star Technician Training is taught through ten step-by-step sections called modules.
Each module has its own section in this workbook, and each will help you to study 
and learn a certain aspect of the auto glass industry under the supervision of an in-shop
mentor chosen by your shop manager or owner. 

You will explore the theme of each module in many ways. Here’s how each module works:

DVD/Video Primer: At the beginning of each module, you will watch the module
DVD/video to learn about what you will be studying during the upcoming module.
This is a good time to ask general questions from your mentor about the module. 

Assignments: You will then work through the module’s workbook pages while you 
are working as a technician in training within the shop. These pages contain a variety 
of assignments that you must complete successfully before advancing to the module
quiz. Each assignment will help you to increase your knowledge and understanding 
of both the module, and the auto glass installation industry.

Hands-On Exercises: All modules have some type of “hands-on” demonstration
involved. During these demos, your mentor will walk you through safe and proper 
procedures and explain the thinking behind those procedures. What’s more, you 
will always be encouraged to “do it yourself,” as well.

Experience Log: As you work through 10 Star Training, you will track your hands-on
work and completed procedures using the Experience Log in the back of this workbook.

Module Quiz: After completing all assignments and hands-on exercises within a module,
you then must pass a brief quiz on what you have learned. This is a written quiz —  
a quiz you can prepare for interactively using the DVD. Complete instructions are
included in each module on how to take and pass the quiz.

You must pass the quiz on the module you have 
completed before advancing to the next module.

Final Examination: Once you’ve worked through all 10 modules, completed your 
experience log and successfully finished all of your assignments — you will take a 
final written test, as well as a videotaped installation exam. Complete instructions 
for these are included in the Final Exam section on page 137.

Modules and Mentors.
The Heart of the 10 Star Training Program.

WORKING WITH MODULES:

• DVD/Video Primer 

• Assignments 

• Hands-On Exercises

• Experience Log

• Module Quiz

• Final Examination 

2
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Working With Mentors
Many shops support informal training that allows a student to learn the industry
under the guidance of a teacher, or mentor. What makes 10 Star Training 
different is the step-by-step structure of the training, combined with teaching
tools that help your mentor be an even more effective teacher for you, every
step of the way.

Your mentor will offer many ways to instruct you on the industry’s most
accepted practices, demonstrate a wide variety of installations and procedures,
plus offer you a broad range of tips and safety precautions that will help you
become the best technician you can be.

In addition, your mentor will help you steer clear of bad habits that may 
shorten your career or put your shop or customer at risk.

Your Mentor Is:
Experienced: Not everyone can be a mentor. Your mentor has proven 
experience across a wide variety of safe and proper installation procedures.

Knowledgeable:  Your mentor also knows the rules and regulations that guide your
shop’s day-to-day performance, and how your shop follows industry standards.

A Teacher: The mentor chosen for you is a willing teacher. That means, 
your questions will always be welcome because your mentor WANTS you 
to learn and succeed in your company or shop.

A Role Model: A mentor is someone you can learn from just by watching —
from the actual work your mentor performs, to how your mentor interacts
with other installers, and most importantly, your customers.

And finally, you must also understand that your mentor is your single, greatest
resource in the 10 Star Training Program. Your mentor can help you from top
to bottom with just about everything you are about to learn over the upcoming
weeks and months as a PPG PROSTARS Technician In Training.

Remember: You are part of a shop that believes in doing the job right, each
and every time. A shop that believes in your ability to become a high quality
technician. And a shop that believes in total, hands-on training to prepare 
you for your career.

MENTOR QUALITIES:

• Experienced 

• Knowledgeable 

• A Teacher

• A Role Model
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Your Goal: Becoming a 10 Star Certified Technician
The initial goal of 10 Star Training is to help you become a more complete and more
qualified technician, faster — all while working productively within the shop environment.
But the ultimate goal is for you to become a 10 Star Certified Technician.

For the 10 Star Trainee, that means you will:
• Successfully complete all 10 Star Technician Training modules, 

assignments and quizzes

• Obtain adhesive certification in all adhesive systems used in shop

• Complete the experience log

• Successfully pass the final written and video exams

• Obtain NGA Certification

While that may seem like a lot now, virtually all of your requirements are built into the
program so you can proceed at your own pace. As you can see, the 10 Star Technician
will be well qualified to work in almost any shop — and will be an asset immediately —
because a 10 Star Technician will be…

For the newly hired technician with little or no experience…

This program offers the most complete introduction to the auto glass industry 
available today — and will help you become a qualified and certified technician faster.

For the technician with some previous experience or knowledge…

This program will review, and in many cases, increase your current knowledge while
preparing you for challenges like certification exams. Who knows? Perhaps you, one
day, will take the leadership role of a mentor yourself!

The PPG PROSTARS 10 Star Technician Certification is a mark of distinction for new
AND experienced technicians because it tells your customers and your co-workers that
you have dedicated yourself to becoming the most qualified technician possible through
hard work and hands-on training. 

And that can lead to greater opportunities in the auto glass installation industry, both
now and in the future.

© 2002, PPG Industries, Inc. All rights reserved. PPG PROSTARS is a service mark of PPG Industries, Inc.

What’s in it for me?
Goal of the Program and Benefits.

10 STAR CERTIFICATION:

• Successfully complete all 

10 Star Technician Training 

modules, assignments 

and quizzes 

• Obtain adhesive certification 

in all adhesive systems used 

in shop 

• Complete the experience log

• Successfully pass the final 

written and video exams

• Obtain NGA Certification 

YO
U
R 

G
O

A
L

TRAINED. EXPERIENCED. CERTIFIED.
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Course Introduction
and Safety

The challenges that lie ahead in your 
training are the same obstacles you will face 
as a technician every day. 

This module will prepare you for the entire 
10 Star Training program and begins with 
our industry’s number one concern: customer, 
in-shop and personal safety.

WATCH MODULE 1 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Course Introduction 

And Safety





Start With Safety 

Objectives

At the end of this module, technicians in training should be able to: 

❍ Obtain and understand the need for personal protective equipment 

❍ Learn the six basic categories of proper windshield replacement 

❍ Understand and learn the safety regulations related to installation 

❍ Understand and learn the safety regulations related to your shop

❍ Learn why and how safety is related to your shop’s liability

Safety is not optional in your career as an auto glass technician — it is 
mandatory. There are no short cuts to being a safe technician. During this 
module, you will be asked to learn a lot of information that you can put to 
use immediately — information you will NEED for the rest of your training 
AND your career.

Earning Your Star

For this module, you will be required to: 

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. 
Some information is included in this module, some you may have 
to research on your own.

❍ Obtain high quality safety equipment and supplies.

❍ Watch how safety plays a part in the day-to-day work of your mentor.

❍ Take the module quiz after reviewing your assignments with your mentor. 
You must pass the quiz with a perfect score to advance to Module 2.

Module 1: 
Course Introduction and Safety

7

Safety First:

• P.P.E. 

• FMVSS 

• LIABILITY 

• ANSI/AGRSS

• HAZCOM 

1



10 Star Training Notes.
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11

• Why do installers always have

two types of safety gloves on

hand at all times?

• Laminated and tempered 

are types of safety glass 

found on automobiles.

• Adhesive, vehicle and tool

manufacturers all have safety

requirements and usage 

recommendations. Why?

• Auto glass is designed to 

contribute support to the 

roof of a vehicle. 

• What can happen if you do

NOT follow proper and safe

procedures? To your customer?

To your shop? To you?

• A repair facility may not 

render a safety device 

inoperative. 

• What is an MSDS and where

must they be documented in

a shop or mobile operation? 

• Items that increase safety 

to a customer include seat

belts, air bags and automotive

glass.

• What does P.P.E. stand for?

And what items make up 

your P.P.E.?

• HAZCOM is OSHA’s

Hazardous Communication

Program. 

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 



Assignments.
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1
Assignment 1
Obtain the personal protective equipment required by your shop. 
Minimally, these should be heavy-duty safety gloves, nitrile gloves and protective 
eyewear. Your REAL assignment is getting in the habit of wearing this vital safety 
gear while training, and working, with auto glass.

Assignment 2
Update your shop’s Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS).
Inventory your shop’s hazardous chemicals and make sure there is an MSDS 
available for each — both in the shop and in each mobile vehicle. If you find 
a sheet missing, it will be your responsibility to contact the appropriate supplier 
or source to obtain the required MSDS.

Assignment 3
List at least two key points for each of the safety regulations that follow. 
Put them in words that you can easily understand and remember. 
Additional internet and written resources are included later in the module.

1 2

FMVSS 111:

FMVSS 205:

FMVSS 208:

FMVSS 212:

FMVSS 216:

FMVSS 219:

NHTSA Act of 1966:

The Current Standard for ANSI/AGRSS: Discuss the key points of this standard 
with your mentor. 

1
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍

❍



Assignments.
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1
Assignment 4
Check the following for OSHA compliance and document them here. 

❍ Fire extinguishers:  Grade__________ Inspection Date ____/____/____

❍ Proper labeling of hazardous chemicals

❍ Extension cords for ground fault interrupters

Extra Credit
Define “ergonomics” and explain what it means to an auto glass technician.
(you will cover this in Module 3, but it DOES affect your personal safety)

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍



Websites/Resources:
Here are some direct resources should you need more exact information pertaining 
to your assignments. Note that a fee is usually imposed to obtain the current
ANSI/AGRSS standard.

• www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_00/49cfr571_00.html

• webstore.ansi.org/ansidocstore/find.asp 
Enter “AGRSS” into search

• www.nhtsa.dot.gov/nhtsa/Cfc_title49/ACTchap301.htm 
Scroll to 30122

• www.osha.gov

• www.glass.org (NGA)

American National Standards Institute
For Customer Service and General Inquiries please call: 212-642-4900 

Direct Contact: 
As a very last resort — for example, if you or your shop have absolutely no 
Internet access — you can order specific documentation by contacting the
Government Printing Office (GPO). This is a fee-based service. 

Contact the GPO Order Desk, 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. EST, 
Monday through Friday (except Federal holidays) at: 

Toll free: 866-512-1800 
DC Area: 202-512-1800 
Fax:  202-512-2250
E-mail:  orders@gpo.gov 

Ultimately, if you think you need information you have not been able to find 
anywhere, contact your PPG resources with any questions.

Resources.

11

CONTACT GOVERNMENT

PRINTING OFFICE (GPO) 

ORDER DESK:

Toll free: 866-512-1800

DC Area: 202-512-1800

Fax: 202-512-2250

E-mail: orders@gpo.gov

11



Review.
Review of Module Objectives.

REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module 1 objectives.

12

1
What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions
that go along with each objective and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Obtain and understand the need for personal protective equipment.
List the items of P.P.E. required by your shop that you have obtained:

2. What are the 6 basic categories of proper windshield replacement?

1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.

3. Understand and learn the safety regulations related to installation.
List at least three (3) things your mentor has stressed during this module:

1.
2.
3.

4. Understand and learn the safety regulations related to your shop.
List at least three (3) things your mentor has stressed during this module:

1.
2.
3.

5. Learn why and how safety is related to your shop’s liability.
List at least three (3) things your mentor has stressed during this module:

1.
2.
3.

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____



Name:

Tracking #:

Safety First Quiz 

1. The main theme of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 
as it pertains to our industry is that:

a. All auto glass must be replaced with a urethane product
b. A repair facility cannot render a safety device inoperative
c. Trucks over 10,000 lbs do not come under FMVSS standards
d. Licensed technicians must install all auto glass

2. ANSI/AGRSS Auto Glass Replacement Standards are federal standards that govern
auto glass replacement companies.

a. True
b. False

3. What is the FMVSS that pertains to roof crush?

a. 212 c. 111
b. 219 d. 216 

4. What type of glove best protects the wearer from chemicals and solvents?

a. Latex c. Nitrile 
b. Leather d. Cloth 

5. What is the minimum percentage of the windshield periphery that must stay attached 
to the vehicle frame if the vehicle is equipped with a passive restraint system?

a. 75% c. 50%
b. 100% d. 25%

6. What is the document used to inform employees of hazardous materials?

a. HAZCOM c. OSHA
b. MSDS d. EPA

Module 1 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 1 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to Module 2.

1
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7. According to ANSI-AGRSS 002–2002 (Auto Glass Replacement Safety Standard)

“Minimum Drive-away Strength” is achieved when the glass to urethane bond 
reaches the strength necessary to meet Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards:

a. 208 & 216 c. 208, 212 & 219
b. 212, 219 & 216 d. 208 & 212 

8. Safety gloves are recommended only when handling broken glass.

a. True
b. False

9. Which is the best fire extinguisher grade for an auto glass shop or mobile unit?

a. A c. ABC 
b. B d. C 

10. Is it a safety-glazing requirement to replace broken solar glass in a vehicle 
only with solar glass?

a. Yes
b. No 
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Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) are requirements that every vehicle
manufacturer must design in every vehicle sold in the United States. Even though
FMVSS govern the vehicle manufacturers, the aftermarket auto glass industry must 
consider the following standards in their installation practices.

FMVSS 111
This Standard governs the outside rear-view mirrors — namely the passenger side mirrors.
The passenger side mirror must be convex (must curve outward at the middle) if the 
mirror is equal to or less than 19.5 square inches in size. It must have the words,
OBJECTS IN MIRROR ARE CLOSER THAN THEY APPEAR permanently etched
in the glass. 

FMVSS 205
This Standard governs the way automotive glass is manufactured. Windshields must be
laminated glass and have .030" lamination (PVB) thickness. It also requires 70% light
transmittance in the windshield and front seat side glass. From the “B” pillar back, the
glass can be a dark tint or of a privacy type. You will learn more about this in Module 5.

FMVSS 208
FMVSS 208 refers to all passive restraint systems used in the vehicle. This includes
power positioning shoulder harnesses and airbags but does not include seat belts. 
The term “Passive Restraint” means that the occupants do not physically restrain 
themselves. On many vehicles, passenger side air bags are designed to use the wind-
shield as a positioning device. This means that the windshield mounting must be
secure enough to withstand the impact of the deploying airbag.

FMVSS 212
This Standard governs windshield retention — a windshield’s ability to remain attached
to the vehicle in a collision. 75% of the periphery, or outside of the windshield, must
remain attached to the vehicle body in a 30 MPH front-end collision if the vehicle is
not equipped with a passive restraint system. (see FMVSS 208) 50% must remain if
the vehicle is equipped with passive restraints.

FMVSS 216
This Standard is sometimes called the “rollover” test. The roof is crushed by a device
that applies pressure equal to 1 times the weight of the vehicle or 5000 lbs, whichever
is less. To pass this test, the roof cannot crush by more than 5 inches. The windshield
can contribute to the success of this test by supporting the roof. In some instances, the
windshield can contribute up to 20%-25% of structural support.

FMVSS 219
This Standard refers to intrusion of foreign or attached objects into the passenger 
compartment area. The ability of auto glass to prevent penetration of these objects is
part of this Standard. The vehicle must be designed in such a way that vehicle parts,
such as the hood, engine or other dislodged components or road debris, do not pose
undo danger to the occupants of the vehicle. 

FMVSS Requirements.

Although automotive glass is not mentioned in some of these standards, automotive
designers factor in the glass parts as a structural part of the vehicle.

1



REDUCING LIABILITY 

RISKS

1. Follow vehicle and 

adhesive manufacturers’ 

recommendations 

2. Document your work 

3. Customer instructions 

16

1
Reducing Liability Risks
Liability, simply put, is responsibility. 

You are responsible for your actions — and liable, if your actions contribute 
to the harm or injury of another. Here are some initial tips on how to reduce
liability in the shop environment. You will learn much more about these 
recommendations in future modules — in fact — throughout your training. 

1. Follow Vehicle and Adhesive Manufacturers’ Recommendations:
Vehicle manufacturers publish Service Manuals for each year, make and
model of vehicle they sell. Adhesive manufacturers provide technical data
sheets with each adhesive system. These publications will include recommen-
dations that we must consider when completing an installation. Look for: 

• Special adhesive requirements
• Part requirements
• Special tools needed
• Installation procedures and/or warnings

2. Document Your Work: It is absolutely necessary to make sure you can 
“retrace your steps” if your procedures are ever called into question.Written
documentation is often the only proof you may have that you were not 
responsible for an error. For the technician at work, certain information
should be documented on a work order. These include:

• Vehicle Identification Numbers
• Batch numbers — adhesive and primers
• Temperature and humidity readings
• Pre-existing conditions (rust or damage)
• Pre-inspection forms
• Customer signature

3. Customer Instructions: While you obviously want to talk to your customer,
written instructions are also a key to liability control. As you learn more
about what is required to keep an installation safe, see to it that you provide
copies of work orders and include written instructions for safe drive away
time, keeping windows open and using car washes.

Remember: once you work on a particular vehicle, you have a type of
“ownership”. Until that vehicle is crushed or until that glass is replaced again,
you are responsible for the performance of that component in a collision. 
The best way to reduce liability is to do the job right the first time, using 
recommended, proper and SAFE installation procedures.

Liability.
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6 BASIC CATEGORIES 

OF PROPER WINDSHIELD

REPLACEMENT

1. Prework 

2. Parts and Glass Removal 

3. Pinchweld Preparation 

and Fitting

4. Primer and Urethane

Application

5. Glass and Parts Replacement

6. Post Work 

1
6 Basic Categories of Proper Windshield Replacement

I. Prework
Step 1. Inspect vehicle for any pre-existing damage

Step 2. Protect all vulnerable areas of the vehicle prior to work

II. Parts and Glass Removal
Step 3. Remove moldings, wipers, cowl and trim from windshield

Step 4. Cut broken windshield from the pinchweld and remove

III. Pinchweld Preparation and Fitting
Step 5. Clean out debris 

Step 6. Trim existing urethane bead to 1/16 inch thickness: Full Cut Technique

Step 7. Dryset windshield in opening to assure fit

IV. Primer and Urethane Application
Step 8. Select the proper adhesive (urethane)based on temperature, humidity, 

air bag and time the vehicle can remain out of service 

Step 9. Apply pinchweld primer to pinchweld surface

Step 10. Clean inside of replacement windshield

Step 11. Apply glass prep to windshield perimeter

Step 12. Apply primer to windshield perimeter

Step 13. Apply urethane adhesive

V. Glass and Parts Replacement
Step 14. Set windshield in place, level and center the unit

Step 15. Check the windshield for leaks

Step 16. Reset the trim molding

Step 17. Reinstall wipers, cowl and any other devices detached during 
the glass removal

VI. Post Work
Step 18. Inspect and clean vehicle

Step 19. Provide instructions to the car owner

Step 20. Keep vehicle out of service until safe drive-away time has been obtained

Proper Windshield Installation.
Six Basic Categories. 20 Steps.



1 Safety Checklist.

GENERAL SAFETY 

PROCEDURES

• Always wear your safety

equipment

• Use a ladder or solid platform

when working on tall vehicles

• Never use electrical tools in 

a wet area

• The vehicle must be level 

and parking brake applied

• Tape up sharp metal edges

• Use the right tool for the job 

18

Recommended Safety Equipment

*Safety Gloves Constructed of heavy leather or cut-resistant fabric; Kevlar wrist 
protection is a feature to consider.

*Nitrile Gloves Recommended to resist solvents and adhesives used 
in auto glass industry.

*Safety Glasses Impact-resistant with orbit/side shields. Should be worn at all times.

*Safety Shoes Safety shoes or steel-toed shoes are recommended when handling 
or installing glass.

Wrist & Forearm Wrist and forearm gauntlets for handling glass and sharp tools. 
Protectors

Dust & Mist Always insure adequate ventilation. Use dust masks when 
Respirator appropriate to protect against particles. If a respirator is required, 

follow appropriate state and federal regulations for approval and use.

Back Brace An optional support for use when lifting heavier items. This is not 
a substitute for getting help when moving large and awkward items.

*First Aid Kit It is necessary to have a fully equipped first aid kit at the ready 
in-shop, and on the road.

Hard Hat Have on hand for times when an installation is done on 
a construction site or when working (or storing parts) overhead.

Fire Make sure to have the appropriate fire extinguisher, and that it is
Extinguisher routinely checked.

*Mandatory

Safety Procedures

General
• Always wear your safety equipment.
• Use a ladder or solid platform when working on tall vehicles.
• Never use electrical tools in a wet area.
• The vehicle must be level and parking brake applied.
• Tape up sharp metal edges.
• Use the right tool for the job.
• Never transfer chemicals into containers used for drinking such as coffee cups and

water bottles.
• Never smoke while working with primers, adhesives or other chemical products.
• Avoid using compressed air to clean pinchwelds. It’s better to brush or vacuum debris.

Mobile
• Drive defensively, obey traffic laws.
• Park in out-of-the-way areas.

Shop
• Keep floors clean and uncluttered.
• Ventilate area.
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This module will take you on an inside-out 
terminology tour of vehicle parts, adhesive terms
and installation-specific definitions that 
will offer you the basic terminology you need 
to “talk the talk” and do business on a daily 
basis as a 10 Star Technician In Training.

M
O

D
U

LE
Terms of the Trade

WATCH MODULE 2 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Terms of the Trade 

2
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ON YOUR OWN TERMS

• Installation

• Auto Glass Parts

• Adhesives

• Procedures

• Publications

2
Speak And Be Spoken To

Objectives

At the end of this module, technicians in training should be able to: 

❍ Know the basic terminology involved in auto glass installation

❍ Learn the terms associated with auto glass parts, trim and molding

❍ Introduce yourself to key terms associated with adhesives

❍ Listen to how procedures are described by your mentor

❍ Familiarize yourself with industry publications

Think of auto glass terminology as your very own language; one that you learn
early and use often. By now, you’ve been introduced to many of these terms, but
as any good language teacher will tell you, it’s always a good idea to review your
vocabulary and learn new words. These are the words that help you to communi-
cate with your co-workers, suppliers and most importantly, your customers.

Earning Your Star

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. 
Some information is included in this module, some you may have 
to research on your own.

❍ Begin working on your experience log as time and procedures allow.

❍ Listen carefully to how your mentor communicates using industry terms.

❍ When you have reviewed your assignments with your mentor, take the
module quiz. You must pass the quiz with a perfect score to advance to
Module 3.

Module 2:
Terms of the Trade



10 Star Training Notes.
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1

• Auto glass installation has 

its own special language.

• What is the difference

between a gravity stop and 

a setting block?

• An encapsulated part has

moldings or gaskets built 

into the glass part itself.

• There are several terms 

used to describe properties 

of adhesives. Do you 

know them?

• Any auto glass part with

attachments held in place 

by adhesives, fasteners or

pressure fittings is called 

a bonded part.

• What is the difference

between a sunshade and 

a tint?

• “Lite” is the same term 

as “Glass”. A back lite IS 

a back glass, for example.

• What does PAAS stand for?

• NAGS = National Auto 

Glass Specifications

NGA = National Glass

Association

• There is an adhesive material

you should NEVER use in

windshield installation. What

is it called?

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 

2



Assignments.
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Assignment 1
Terminology Walk Through With Mentor:  
Using a sedan, truck and van in your parking lot or shop bay, name and explain every 
installation-related (interior and exterior) part you know on each vehicle. If your mentor
points out new parts, take note of what they are and what they do.

Assignment 2
Written Assignment — Definitions:  
Without the assistance of your mentor, please define the following in your own words. 
When completed, have your mentor review your answers. Your goal is to be able to 
describe industry terms in ways that most everyone can easily understand — including 
your all-important customer.

Garnish Molding:

Reveal Molding:

Dam:

Pinchweld:

Bonding Area:

“A” Pillar:

Cowl Panel:

Weatherstrip Retainer:

Run Guide:

Gravity Stop:

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍

2
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Assignment 3
Installation Walk Through:  
In addition to the hands-on tasks assigned daily by your mentor, be sure to practice 
using correct terminology during your installation procedures. 

Assignment 4
Research Assignment — Publications And Resources: 
Review at least two of the following for installation specific tips or suggestions. Like any 
foreign language, it’s important to get comfortable with reading industry terminology.

❍ AutoGlass Magazine (NGA) ❍ Auto & Flat Glass Journal
❍ AutoGlass Installation Guide (NGA) ❍ AGRR Magazine
❍ www.glass.org (NGA) ❍ www.glass.com

Extra Credit
What does BMW stand for?
(you will cover this in Module 3, but it DOES affect your personal safety)

❍

❍

❍

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____
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MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions
that go along with each objective, and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Know the basic terminology involved in auto glass installation.
List at least two (2) terms you’ve learned that are related to each type of installation.
Do not repeat terms.

Windshield Door Backlite

1.

2.

Vent Quarter

1.

2.

2. Learn the terms associated with auto glass trim and molding. 
List at least five (5) terms you’ve learned from your mentor.

1. 4.

2. 5.

3.

3. Introduce yourself to key terms associated with adhesives. 
What are the values for your in-shop adhesive brand?

SAG Tensile Strength Lap Shear

Elongation Shore Hardness Viscosity

4. Listen to how procedures are described by your mentor. 
What procedure sounds the most to you like a “foreign language?”

Why? (one sentence)

5. Familiarize yourself with industry publications. 
List any industry publications you’ve seen in your shop.

REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module ? objectives.





Name:

Tracking #:

Terms of the Trade Quiz 

1. What is a cowl panel?

a. The part of the vehicle frame upon which the glass part is attached
b. A body part that covers the firewall drains
c. The interior trim on an automobile that surrounds the glass parts
d. A device to which moveable glass parts attach

2. What are gravity stops?

a. The supports of the roof where the windshield attaches
b. A device that keeps a windshield from sliding off the adhesive
c. The part of the vehicle frame to which the glass parts attach
d. The vertical channels that steer the moveable glass parts to the up position

3. Where are the garnish moldings located?

a. Vehicle interior
b. Vehicle exterior

4. The bonding surface is defined as:

a. 1" to 2" around the exterior perimeter of the glass
b. The edge of the glass
c. 1" to 2" around the interior perimeter of the glass
d. The area between the two glass layers

5. What is the “bug”?

a. The process whereby the molding is pre-applied to a glass part
b. The monogram etched in the glass, which contains manufacturing information
c. A type of repairable glass break
d. The vehicle identification number

Module 2 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 2 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to Module 3.

2
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6. What is the lower glass channel?

a. The area on a glass part where adhesive is applied
b. A device to which moveable glass parts are attached
c. The interior trim on an automobile that surrounds the glass parts
d. Another name for a vertical run guide

7. Viscosity is the measurement of:

a. The thickness of liquids c. Adhesive strength
b. Adhesive hardness after cure d. Lap shear strength

8. The black paint band around the perimeter of an auto glass part is called the:

a. Bug c. Reveal molding
b. Frit d. Garnish molding

9. Safe drive away time is the time it takes for an adhesive to reach the strength 
necessary to meet FMVSS standards relating to:

a. Windshield retention
b. Roof crush
c. Airbag deployment and windshield retention
d. Airbag deployment & roof crush

10.Encapsulation is a term that describes any glass edge attachment.

a. True
b. False 
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VEHICLE

PILLARS - The roof pillars are designated by “A”, “B”, “C” or “D”. The designations
begin at the front of the vehicle and proceed backward. For example, The “A” pillar 
supports the roof and is the pillar that the windshield is bonded to. Pillars pertain 
to both sides of the vehicle. 

PINCHWELD - The pinchweld is the part of the body that the glass is attached to. 
The name comes from the type of weld used to create it.

COWL - The cowl is a decorative part used to cover the lower part of the windshield 
and to cover the wiper motor and rain, or cowl, drains.

DRIP RAILS/RAIN GUTTERS - These gutters usually run the entire length of the 
vehicle’s roof area. They are used to deflect water from the door area.

HEADLINER - The headliner is a decorative and insulating trim piece used to cover 
the interior roof area.

WEATHERSTRIP - Weatherstrips are used on many areas of a vehicle — engine 
compartment, doors, trunk hatches, etc. Much like the household type, these are 
used to keep weather conditions from penetrating the vehicle.

INSTALLATION
LOWER GLASS CHANNEL - The lower glass channel is a part attached to the lower
region of a moveable glass part to aid in its movement up and down, such as in a door
glass. It can be attached with adhesive, pressure fit with packing tape or mechanically
attached with bolts or rivets.

RUN GUIDE - The run guide is a vertical “U” channel that guides a window such as a
door glass into the frame. It also protects the edge of the glass from coming into contact
with the metal door frame.

SETTING BLOCKS - A setting block is a spacer used to position the glass away from 
the metal pinchweld.

DAM - A dam can be used for up to three distinct uses. 
1. A dam is used by many manufacturers to keep liquid adhesives from flowing 

into the passenger compartment and giving it an unsightly appearance.
2. A dam can double as a spacer to position the glass in the pinchweld.
3. Dams are also used as an acoustical barrier to reduce road and engine noise. 

CHANNEL PACKING - Sometimes called “Tuff-Pac”, this material can be either rubber 
or cork. It is used as packing for pressure fitting the glass to the lower glass channel.

SPANNER BOLTS/WINDOW RETAINING NUT - A spanner bolt is a fastener used to
attach the glass to the regulator. A special tool is used to tighten and loosen these nuts/bolts. 

GRAVITY STOP - Gravity stops keep the glass from sliding downward while the 
adhesive hardens. 

TRIM & MOLDINGS 
REVEAL MOLDINGS - The reveal molding is the exterior window trim that surrounds
the glass parts on a vehicle.

GARNISH MOLDING - The garnish molding is the interior window trim and is usually
color coordinated.

DOOR PANEL - The door panel is the decorative panel that covers the door frame.



CLIPS - Clips are the fasteners that hold the reveal and garnish moldings into place.
There are many, many types of clips.

FILLER STRIP/INSERT MOLDING - This term is used in two ways.
1. It can be used to describe vinyl reveal molding. 
2. It can be used to describe the rubber insert used to lock a gasket into place.

WRAP-AROUND MOLDING - This is a type of reveal molding. It is usually vinyl or 
vinyl-coated metal that has a “U” channel that wraps around the edge of a glass part. 

BELT MOLDING - A belt molding is a reveal molding that is located at the beltline 
of a vehicle.

WEATHERSTRIP RETAINER - A weatherstrip retainer is a part that literally holds 
or “retains” a weatherstrip. Usually around the door jam.

GLASS
FRIT - The frit is the black paint band applied to the perimeter of a glass part. It is usually
applied to the inside surface of the inside piece of glass, but can be applied to other areas. 

BONDING EDGE - The outer region (perimeter) of the glass that will be bonded with
an adhesive. It is usually the inside surface of the glass.

GLASS EDGE - The very edge of a glass part where thickness can be determined.

GLAZING - Glazing is the act of installing a piece of glass.

MIRROR PAD - A pad-like piece of aluminum adhered to the surface of a windshield.
This is where the rear view mirror attaches on many vehicles.

LITE - Lite is another name for a piece of glass.

ENCAPSULATED - Encapsulation is a process by which the reveal moldings are molded
with the glass part, making the glass and moldings one piece. The glass part need not
be completely surrounded by the molding to be considered encapsulated.

BONDED - Similar yet different from an encapsulated part, a bonded part has moldings
or other attachments that are included with the part — and are attached with mechan-
ical devices, pressure fittings or an adhesive.

ANTI-LACERATIVE - Anti-lacerative glass is a fabricated windshield or glass part that
has a layer of poly vinyl butyral (PVB) applied to the inside surface of the glass. This
design was used to reduce lacerations caused by glass in a collision.

HUD/HEADS UP DISPLAY - Unique option that projects certain gauges and readouts
from the dashboard onto the glass. Requires a specialty windshield or coating.

SOLAR GLASS - Specialty windshield or automotive glass designed to reflect or absorb
ultra-violet light. This prolongs the life of the plastic interior parts and allows the air 
conditioning to run more economically. 

SUNSHADE - On many vehicles, the top portion of the windshield features a gradual
tinting or sunshade. This is built into the glass by way of the PVB layer (lamination)
between the outer and inner glass.

TINT - Tints in glass are added with the raw materials of glass to add color to the glass.
Tints can be green, blue, bronze, or gray.

BUG/LOGO - The “bug” is a unique part identifier etched into a glass part. The informa-
tion includes; licensing codes, manufacturing codes, trademarks, standards and more.

Basic Glossary of Terms.
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ADHESIVES
URETHANE - Urethane is a very strong type of adhesive that primarily uses
moisture to promote the hardening (cure) of the adhesive. Chemical curing 
urethanes also exist.

BUTYL - Butyl is a petroleum based non-curing type of adhesive. Found in
open cell foam (foam core butyl) and in double-sided tape, butyl is no longer
an approved windshield adhesive. Butyl can be used in certain types of 
installations from the “A” pillar, back. 

TENSILE STRENGTH - A measurement of strength in PSI that is determined
by pulling two substrates, bonded together, directly apart.

LAP SHEAR - A measurement of strength in PSI that is determined by forcing
two bonded substrates in opposite directions to promote failure in the bond.

ELONGATION - A measurement of the stretching (elongation) ability of a
cured material, stretched until the material snaps.

SAG - Sag is a term used to test the thickness of a material. A material is
applied to a vertical substrate in liquid form. The downward action (or sag) 
of the material is measured — in inches or fractions of an inch. Diameter
and length of bead should be specified.

VISCOSITY - Viscosity is the measured thickness of a material as it relates to 
its ability to flow through an opening. 

SHORE HARDNESS - The measurement of firmness of a compound by means 
of a Durometer Hardness Gauge — essentially, sticking a needle into a cured
substance and measuring the results. A shore hardness of 20 – 25 is about the
firmness of an art gum eraser. A 90 shore hardness is about the firmness of a
rubber shoe heal.

CURE - The term used to describe the hardening of an adhesive substance.

DRIVE AWAY TIME - The term used to describe the amount of time needed 
to prevent a vehicle from being driven after a windshield replacement.

PAAS/PRE-APPLIED ADHESIVE SYSTEM - PAAS is a system used by some
European vehicle manufacturers to ease their manufacturing process. It pre-applies
urethane adhesive to the glass edge so positioning can be simplified.

NON-CONDUCTIVE URETHANE - A type of urethane that is highly processed
to reduce the conductivity of the primary ingredient of urethane-carbon black.
Allows free flow of electronic wavelengths like radio waves and electrical
waves. Also greatly reduces the possibility of galvanic corrosion on aluminum-
bodied vehicles.

HIGH MODULUS URETHANE - This is a type of urethane adhesive that is stiffer,
when cured, than ordinary urethane. It is primarily used to stabilize a unibody-
designed vehicle for the sake of better performance. However, the stiffness of
the urethane can also provide added safety through increased crash worthiness.
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3MODUL
E

Tools of the Trade

This module will help you focus on the tools
you’ve already begun to use during your training,
and introduce you to additional tools that may
come in handy. With attention to detail, proper
use and care and an eye toward safety, remember:
YOU will become the most effective installation
tool of all.WATCH MODULE 3 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Tools of the Trade





A Technician’s Skill Makes A Tool Useful

Objectives:

❍ Understand the vast majority of tools used in auto glass installation

❍ Learn the proper steps needed for safe, skilled use of each tool

❍ Know all power and specialty tools currently in use by your shop

❍ Understand proper use and care of tools

❍ Obtain and use the tools required by your shop 

One of the things that can distinguish a technician is an ability to skillfully —
and safely — use the many various tools involved in auto glass installation.
Simply put, tools can make your job easier and more efficient. But that doesn’t
happen automatically. Through understanding, practice and patience when
learning to use installation tools, you can add skills that will help to define
your career as an auto glass technician.

Earning Your Star

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. Some
information is included in this module, some you may have to research 
on your own.

❍ Continue working on your experience log as time and procedures allow.

❍ Be sure to use your mentor’s tips, procedures and example as a guide during
all hands-on instruction throughout your training.

❍ Review your assignments and Module summary with your mentor, then
take the module quiz. You must pass the quiz with a perfect score to
advance to Module 4.

Module 3:
Tools of the Trade.

35

MASTER YOUR 

INDUSTRY TOOLS

• Common

• Cutout

• Power

• Specialty

• Safety

3
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• What does the term

“Ergonomics” mean to 

a technician?

• Your goal with each tool you

use is mastery of that tool.

• What is the only lubricant 

you should use while using

power cut out tools? 

• Lubricating and cleaning

tools, as well as maintaining

sharp cutting blades, are 

key to tool performance.

• What is the difference

between an oscillating blade

and reciprocating blade?

• Protect the customer’s 

vehicle at all times when

using industry tools.

• What should you NEVER 

use to lift the glass while 

cutting out the bead at the

base of a windshield?

• Tool catalogs, videos and 

in-shop demonstrations are

some of the ways you can

keep your knowledge current.

• What provides operational

power to a pneumatic tool?

• In the wrong hands, almost

any tool can be dangerous.

Be careful at all times and

use your P.P.E.

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 
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Assignment 1
Get Your Tools.
Be sure you are outfitted with all the basic and specialty tools required by your 
shop by the end of this module.

Assignment 2
Tool Use And Mastery:
As you assist your mentor in installations during this module, focus your attention 
on the proper use of the following auto glass specialty tools.

❍ Cold knife

❍ Molding release tool

❍ Hook tool

❍ Utility knife

❍ Gasket scraper 

❍ Long-handled utility knife 

❍ Plastic stick 

Ask your mentor about the term “mastery” and how it relates to tools.

Assignment 3
Power Tool Use And Mastery:
If your shop uses specialty power tools, you must now focus the same attention 
on learning to use these properly as well. These could include: 

❍ Power assisted cutout knife (ex. Fein® Power Tools, VibraKnife®)

❍ Sheathed power cutout tool (ex. Equalizer® Power Tools)

❍ Power paddle cutout tool (ex. Extractor® Power Tools)

❍ Multi-purpose cutout tool (ex. BTB Power Tools®)

If your shop uses additional power tools, you are responsible for knowing these as well. 
List any additional power tools you’ve mastered here:

3
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍

❍
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Assignment 4
Research — Tool Catalogs and Resources: 
As you gain more experience, you’ll likely need a wider variety of tools, or wonder 
if certain tools exist to make your job easier or faster. Here’s a good place to start.

There’s a tool for virtually every situation — review any auto glass tool catalogs 
on hand in your shop, and if you have internet access, visit the following sites:

Equalizer.................................www.equalizer.com
CR Laurence Catalog .............www.crlaurence.com
Sommer & Maca ...................www.somaca.com
Aegis Tools International ........www.aegisweb.com
Reid Tools .............................www.reidmfg.com/catalog.htm
PPG Sundries .........................www.ppgautoglass.com 

Assignment 5
Written — Things To Remember:
This assignment prepares you to finish your module based on what you’ve learned. 
In your own words, list at least 5 key points for each of the following:

What are some key points and tips that make hand tools easier to use?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What are some key points and tips to remember when using power tools?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Extra Credit
What sometimes used industry tool not seen in the Module 3 video was developed by 
a farmer in Alabama?

❍

❍

❍

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____
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MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions
that go along with each objective, and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Understand the vast majority of tools used in auto glass installation.
List at least (10) of the tools you have used most often in your shop:

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

2. Learn the proper steps needed for safe, skilled use of each tool. 
Briefly describe what your mentor has taught you about the tools used in your shop.
(one or two sentences)

3. Know all power and specialty tools currently used by your shop. List them here.

Power Tools Specialty Tools

4. Understand proper use and care of tools. Your mentor will give you a tool. 
In your own words, complete the following:

Tool:

When using this tool, remember to:

Cleaning this tool requires:

Keeping this tool in top condition means you have to:

5. Obtain and use the tools required by your shop. Check with your mentor to see 
if there are any tools you don’t have — that you should have. Now is the time to
round out your technician’s toolbox!

REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module 3 objectives.





Name:

Tracking #:

Tools of the Trade Quiz

1. Which of the following is the most commonly used auto glass removal tool?

a. Electric exterior windshield knife (eg. Fein)
b. Electric interior windshield knife (eg. Equalizer)
c. Cut-out knife (cold knife) 
d. Windshield wire handles 

2. Which of the drawings below most resembles the automotive 1/4" nosepiece 
for the heavy-duty rivet gun?

a. b. c.

3. What is the common name for a tool used to remove corroded or thread-locked
wiper arms from the wiper post?

a. Pry bar c. Gear puller
b. Battery terminal puller d. Torque wrench

4. The cold knife is most commonly used to cut out the windshield from the inside.

a. True 
b. False 

5. Which of the following tools are used to lip the glass into the gasket?

a. Plastic paddles c. Weatherstrip closing tool 
b. Insert tool d. Molding release tool 

6. Which of the following tools use reciprocating action for its cutting blade?

a. Fein® Tool c. Ninja®

b. Vibraknife® d. Extractor®

Module 3 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 3 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to Module 4.

3
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7. Which of the following tools utilize oscillating action for its cutting blade?

a. Fein® Tool c. BTB® Power Tool 
b. Equalizer® d. Express®

8. When using multiple blades for cutting out glass, what is the best blade selection 
for ease of use?

a. Longest to shortest 
b. Serrated blade followed by a knife edge
c. Shortest to longest
d. Long blade followed by a power tool blade

9. Which of the following configurations best depicts the Wizard blade?

a. b. c.

10.What is this tool called?

a. Gasket scraper
b. Long-handled utility knife
c. Utility knife
d. Molding release tool



4MODUL
E

Understanding
Adhesives

Make no mistake about it — understanding the
adhesives used in auto glass replacement is possibly
the single most important series of steps you can
master. In this module, you will take an in-depth
and inside-out look at adhesives, preps, primers
and the bonding chain — and become certified in
your shop’s in-house adhesive system.WATCH MODULE 4 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Understanding Adhesives





Adhesive Bonding: The Heart Of Every Replacement 

Objectives:

❍ Understand the function and purpose of each product used in adhesive systems

❍ Know the adhesive bonding chain, and how to avoid “weak links” in that chain

❍ Master the adhesive application process for standard, PAAS and PVC bonding

❍ Understand situations and variables that affect adhesive applications

❍ Obtain adhesive certification in your shop’s primary adhesive system 

When the time comes to bond a glass part to a vehicle, you can never afford to
overlook a step, ignore a procedure, or take a short cut. EVER. Given what you
have likely learned from your mentor already, the effort you put forth in this 
module — and every time you apply an installation adhesive — will go a long 
way toward determining whether or not you have what it takes to be a quality 
installation technician. 

What’s at stake with adhesives? Beyond the strength of a bond, a technician 
who understands adhesives assumes personal pride in protecting the liability 
of the shop, and the safety of the customer.

Earning Your Star

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. Some 
information is included in this module, some you may have to research 
on your own, and some will require you to execute in-shop testing.

❍ Continue working on your experience log as time and procedures allow.

❍ With your mentor as your guide, be sure to consult every resource available 
to you during this module to prepare you for adhesive certification.

❍ Review your assignments and module summary with your mentor, 
then take the module quiz. You must pass the quiz with a perfect score 
to advance to Module 5.

Module 4:
Understanding Adhesives.

45

YOUR WORK IS 

YOUR BOND

• Properties 

• Preps & Primers 

• Bonding Chain

• Application

• Certification

4
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• Always consult the 

information provided with 

your adhesive system.

• Why does temperature and

humidity affect the rate of

cure for most urethanes?

• A primerless adhesive product

means primerless to the glass,

NOT to the pinchweld.

• How long should you shake

primers and preps before use?

• Use only automotive grade

urethanes for auto glass

replacement.

• Why should your customer

know about chemical car

washes and keeping door 

windows open slightly?

• Record batch numbers, 

product identification 

numbers and “use by” 

dates on your work orders.

• What FMVSS directly relate to

the proper application of

adhesives?

• Ask your mentor about 

some of the incorrect 

adhesives discovered during

replacements over the years.

• What must you do if you

encounter a windshield 

originally set (or replaced) 

in butyl?

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 

4
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Assignment 1
Review your in-shop system.
Obtain and review all technical information (including curing charts) for your 
adhesives and inventory the shop’s time-sensitive supplies. Note “use by” dates, 
use and care, and report any trouble spots to your mentor.

Are any products out of date or approaching their expiration date?

Are adhesives used in a manner recommended by the manufacturer?

Are proper procedures being followed for 2-part urethanes? Heated urethanes?

Are products stored correctly? 

After completing the above, answer this question in your own words. 
“Why is it important to know all this?” (one or two sentences)

Assignment 2
See for yourself testing — Part I.
Using scrap metal and scrap glass, apply several different NON-URETHANE adhesives 
to various surfaces and allow them to cure or “set”. (approx. 2 to 4 hours) Pull the adhesives 
away from the surface and make notes of strength differences between each. 

Butyl tape:

Silicone:

Masking/duct tape:

Any others you wish to try:

4
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍
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4 Assignments.

Assignment 3
See for yourself testing — Part II.
Using scrap metal, scrap laminated glass, and one-part and two-part adhesives, 
perform the following tests and describe what you see. 

For each urethane on each surface, apply four beads: two beads properly primed 
and two beads not primed. 

One-Part Urethane:

REPEAT THE ABOVE USING A TWO-PART URETHANE. Be sure to note 
“which is which” using a grease pencil, tape or marker of some kind.

1. Based on manufacturer recommendations, allow the beads to cure to safe drive 
away time. Halfway through the expected safe drive away time, slice a small 
cross section (approx. 1/2") off the end of each bead. See how the urethane cures?

2. Using ONE of the two primed and unprimed beads you applied for each surface, 
attempt to pull the bead away from the bonding surface. The SECOND beads 
you will use in step 3.

In your own words, describe what happened when you tried to remove:

Primed bead on metal:

Unprimed bead on metal:

Primed bead on glass:

Unprimed bead on glass:

Are there any differences in the texture (feel) between cured, primed and unprimed beads?
Pull or cut them apart and answer the same question.

3. Put the experiment aside for approximately ONE WEEK, then repeat the above test on
the second bead. What are the similarities/differences from your answers in step two?
(Is there an “ultimate cure” difference?)

❍
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

ON METAL: ON GLASS:

Apply two beads (approx. 1 ft. per bead) Apply two beads of urethane
of urethane on primed metal (approx. 1 ft. per bead) on primed glass

Apply two beads (approx. 1 ft. per bead) Apply two beads of urethane 
of urethane on metal only, (approx. 1 ft. per bead) on glass only,
with no primer. with no primer.
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Assignment 4
Adhesive Certification.
Contact your adhesive system representative and request certification in that adhesive. 
Follow the instructions of your representative and schedule any necessary appointments. 
Document your adhesive certification here and in your experience log.

Brand:       

Date:   

Representative: 

Extra Credit
Name a windshield adhesive OTHER THAN BUTYL used many years ago that is 
no longer acceptable for use today.

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍



What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions that 
go along with each objective, and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Understand the function and purpose of each product used in adhesive 
systems. (Fill in the blanks in your own words.)

Preps and primers are for:

The glass cleaner we use is:

Urethane adhesive is used for:

Butyl tape can be used for: 

2. Know the adhesive bonding chain, and how to avoid “weak links” in that chain.
What are the (4) primary links in the bonding chain? (hint: seen in video)

1.

2.

3.

4.

3. Master the adhesive application process for standard, PAAS and PVC bonding. List 
at least (2) vehicles you have worked on or discussed with your mentor that required:

HIGH MODULUS LOW CONDUCTIVE* PAAS PVC

1.

2.

4. Understand situations and variables that affect adhesive applications. Name (2) 
vehicles you and your mentor worked on (during this module) that had “uncontrol-
lables” present. (rust, clear coat, etc.) What was the solution to the problem?

1.

2.

5. Obtain adhesive certification in your shop’s primary adhesive system.
What adhesive system (or systems) is your mentor certified in?

*It’s okay if your high modulus installations were ALSO low conductive.

Review.
Review of Module Objectives.

REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module 4 objectives.
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MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____



Name:

Tracking #:

Understanding Adhesives Quiz

1. What is the correct adhesive to use when replacing a windshield?

a. Butyl c. Silicone
b. Urethane d. Liquid tape 

2. Any primer can be used with urethane as long as it is a urethane primer.

a. True 
b. False 

3. Butyl can be used in conjunction with urethane to replace windshields.

a. True 
b. False 

4. What is the average tensile strength range of urethane?

a. 30-50 PSI c. 900-1300 PSI
b. 200-400 PSI d. 2000-3000 PSI

5. Which of the following causes cured urethane adhesive to breakdown 
into a powder?

a. Infra-red light c. Ultra-violet light
b. Water d. Age

6. The term “Primerless” means, no primer is needed on the

a. Pinchweld c. Pinchweld or the glass
b. Glass d. Old bed of urethane 

7. What is needed to promote the curing of one-part urethane?

a. Heat & moisture c. Primers & preps
b. Air flow d. Sunlight

Module 4 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 4 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to Module 5.

4
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8. What causes two-part adhesives to cure?

a. Moisture c. Ultra-violet light
b. Chemical Reaction d. Primers

9. Low-conductive urethanes must be used under what conditions?

a. For adherence to aftermarket paint
b. On aluminum bodied vehicles
c. For bonding plastic to metal
d. In low humidity conditions

10.The best way to insure proper windshield adhesion is to use the entire 
adhesive system recommended by the urethane manufacturer. 

a. True 
b. False 

11. In which of the following states would standard urethane products cure 
best all year?

a. Arizona c. Louisiana
b. Wisconsin d. Maine 

12.The higher the modulus of urethane, the;

a. Softer it is when cured c. Greater its viscosity before curing
b. Stiffer it is when cured d. Lower its viscosity before curing

13.When bonding PVC or RIM to the body frame, it is required that:

a. A special primer be used
b. The bonding surface be roughed up
c. Normal surface prepping be completed
d. The PVC or RIM is cut off before bonding

14.In a normal installation, one should prime the pinchweld:

a. with a shop towel 
b. with metal etching primer
c. by thoroughly covering the bonding area of the frame
d. being careful to only cover scratches and exposed paint



The following resources and materials should assist you with your module.

Websites:
• Essex ARG..........www.essexarg.com/index.jsp
• Sika.....................www.sika-automotive.com/sikaflex.html
• Adco ...................www.devicelink.com/company98/a/a00376.html
• 3M .....................www.3m.com
• Dinol ..................www.dinolus.com
• Auto Site.............www.crlaurence.com
• Power Bond ........www.somaca.com

No Compromises
The strength of the whole is only as good as the strength of the parts. 

An adhesive system consists of the:
• glass cleaner
• glass primer (if necessary)
• adhesive
• metal primer (if needed)
• solvent

The total bond must take into consideration the:
• condition of pinchweld (rust, deformity)
• vehicle paint
• glass frit
• any applied material (solvents, lubricants, primers, adhesives)
• dust or dirt
• greases or oils

If any of the above is compromised in any way, there may well be a weak link in 
the bonding chain. As you have learned, this can be dangerous to the passengers 
of the vehicle, and put your shop at risk for liability.

Resources.
Additional Adhesive Resources.
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www.essexarg.com/index.jsp 

www.sika-automotive.com/

sikaflex.html 

www.devicelink.com/company98/

a/a00376.html 

www.3m.com

www.dinolus.com

www.crlaurence.com

www.somaca.com
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Items That May Be Of Interest
All values here are close approximations only and may vary from product to product.

Strength of Adhesives

Butyl Tape 10-15 PSI*

Liquid Tape 10-15 PSI*

Silicone Sealant 100-125 PSI*

Construction Urethane 170-185 PSI*

Polysulfide 180-200 PSI*

OEM Automotive Grade Urethane 500-750 PSI*

Two-Part Adhesive (Automotive) 500-750 PSI*

* Lap Shear Strength

Curing Process of Adhesives

Butyl Tape N/A

Liquid Tape Solvent Evaporation

Silicone Sealant Solvent Evaporation

Construction Urethane Moisture Cure

Polysulfide Solvent Evaporation

OEM Automotive Grade Urethane Moisture Cure

Two-Part Adhesive (Automotive) Chemical Cure

Resources.
Additional Adhesive Resources.
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5MODUL
E

Auto Glass Parts and
the NAGS® System

The serious professional knows auto glass
parts — from how they’re made and identified,
to where they come from and the rules that
govern their use. And that includes: knowing
how to properly identify parts and how to
price them. It’s one of the less glamorous
aspects of being a technician — but one that
can distinguish you as a person who really
KNOWS auto glass.

WATCH MODULE 5 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Auto Glass Parts and the

NAGS System





Know The Parts. Know The Whole.

Objectives:

❍ Review the various types of glass parts: tempered and laminated, 
encapsulated and bonded 

❍ Know how parts are identified with AS designations and bugs 
and what these symbols mean 

❍ Learn the added value (also known as fabricated) parts common 
in today’s installations 

❍ Realize the potential differences in parts from OEM and 
non-OEM suppliers

❍ Understand how NAGS numbers identify parts, plus the ordering 
and pricing of parts

If you’ve been a busy Technician In Training, then this module will seem like 
a review at first. But just like many installation procedures, if you look closely,
you’ll see more going on than meets the eye. Knowing your auto glass parts
inside-out from pillar to pillar, and knowing how to correctly identify and order
these parts, is what being a well rounded 10 Star Technician is all about.

Earning Your Star

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. 
Some information is included in this module, some you may have 
to research on your own.

❍ Continue working on your experience log as time and procedures allow.

❍ Consult the Module 5 glossary and investigate any parts you have yet 
to see in-shop.

❍ Review your assignments and module summary with your mentor, 
then take the module quiz. You must pass the quiz with a perfect score 
to advance to Module 6.

Module 5: 
Auto Glass Parts and the NAGS System

57

THE SUM OF THE PARTS

• Types of Glass 

• AS Designations 

• Value Added 

• Bug/Monogram

• NAGS Numbers 

5



10 Star Training Notes.
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• How does the Frit play 

a role in protecting urethane

adhesives?

• A windshield replacement

glass should ALWAYS be a

laminated part.

• What are two other names 

for a windshield “bug”?

• An identifying bug should 

be present on all replacement

glass parts. 

• What does a circled “E” 

mean on a windshield or 

glass part bug?

• In this module, a “fabricated”

part is a part cut into shapes

with added value or built-in 

features. 

• What do ANSI, AGRSS,

NHTSA, NAGS, VIN & AS

stand for? 

• OEM = Original Equipment

Manufacturer  

ARG = Auto Replacement

Glass

• Are all ARG parts subject 

to the quality control testing 

of OEM parts?

• NAGS began as a pattern-

making company. 

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 



Assignments.
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Assignment 1
NAGS materials and practices.
Obtain the current NAGS catalog, calculator and airbag reference guide if you haven’t 
done so by now. Use the catalog to look up all the glass replacement parts for vehicles 
owned by your coworkers or current customers, until you have every vehicle type on the 
list covered.

Obviously, not all vehicles will have the same type of parts. Fill in what is appropriate 
for that particular vehicle, and place an “n/a” if the part does not apply. 

VEHICLE TYPE: SEDAN COUPE PICKUP TRUCK SUV VAN

Make

Model

Year

Owned By

Windshield

Door Glasses 

Vent Glasses

Quarter Glasses

Backlite

Special Circumstances

5
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍



Assignments.
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Assignment 2
Field trip — inventory of fabricated parts.
With your mentor, visit a nearby auto glass parts distributor and compare the wide 
range of parts listed below. It’s likely you have not worked with all of these as of yet, 
so pay attention to various colors and tints, plus rain sensor and mirror mountings. 
Read “bugs” from different manufacturers and look for various AS designations. 
Bring your workbook with you:  this list, and the resources at the end of this 
module will come in handy.

Windshields Tempered Parts

Fritted With holes

Unfritted Privacy (laminated & tempered)

PAAS Encapsulated (adhered & bolt-in)

HUD (Thermal imaging & gauge pkg.) Bonded

Encapsulated PVC/RIM

Bonded Heated

Heated (wiper park & overall) Antenna

Antenna Insulated

Rain sensor (bracketed & adhesive) Anti-theft (BMW)

Insulated Slider (Aftermarket & OEM)

Sunroof glass

You should attempt to make this trip if at all possible. If your distributor is some 
distance away, suggest scheduling mobile jobs in the vicinity of the distributor so 
you can get your hands on these parts.

At the very least, check your shop’s job list and see if any jobs are scheduled which 
feature these parts. Your mentor can arrange for you both to work on these jobs as 
they come in.

It is to your benefit to experience these parts first hand.

Websites:
PPG Industries.................www.ppg.com 
Carlite Glass.....................www.evisteon.com/b2b/cg_index.htm
Guardian Glass.................www.guardianautoglass.com/index.jsp
Pilkington/LOF ...............www.lof.com 
Safelite Glass ....................www.safelite.com

❍
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____
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Assignment 3
Ordering “lingo” and CSR observation:
Take at least one (1) hour to sit with your office customer service representative (CSR) 
to listen, and learn, how parts are ordered. If using a database to assist in parts research, 
you may need to schedule even more time with your CSR.

Pay attention to:
• Phone manners • Proper part ordering
• Clear speech • Verification of order
• Obtaining directions • Polite goodbye

When you feel comfortable with the system and the process, place three orders 
under the supervision of your CSR and mentor. Make note of the orders below:

Order 1:

Order 2:

Order 3:

Assignment 4
Written — NAGS Calculator.
Using the orders you placed above and a separate sheet of paper, price out each order using 
your shop’s standard pricing, discounts and kit charge at cash price. Be sure your labor 
charge and kit fee are current and correct. When completed, turn in your paper to your 
mentor for review.

Assignment 5 
Mentor discussion — OEM and non-OEM parts suppliers. 
Take a few moments to discuss the similarities and potential differences of premium OEM 
parts versus aftermarket parts. At least three key points should come from this discussion 
that you should remember long after your training is completed. What are they?

1.

2.

3.

Extra Credit 
Who is the man many have credited with accidentally discovering the basic idea behind 
“laminated” safety glass? Note: It’s NOT Henry Ford.

5
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍

❍

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍



REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module 5 objectives.
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What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions that 
go along with each objective, and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Review the various types of glass parts: tempered and laminated, encapsulated 
and bonded. List at least two (2) installations you’ve done with your mentor for 
each type of part. (For example: Tempered:  John Smith’s Camry backlite)

1 2

Tempered:
Laminated:
Encapsulated:
Bonded:

2. Know how parts are identified with AS designations and bugs and what these 
symbols mean. What are all the AS designations on the glass parts for your mentor’s
personal vehicle? Can you explain what each designation means?

3. Learn the added value (also known as fabricated) parts common in today’s installations.
Name at least three (3) types of parts you and your mentor have YET to work with:

1.
2.
3.

4. Realize the potential differences in parts from OEM and non-OEM suppliers. Who is
the primary manufacturer/supplier of the parts you use in the shop? What are the
names of your parts distributor representatives?

5. Understand how NAGS numbers identify parts, plus the ordering and pricing of parts.
What was most difficult about your NAGS assignments?

Review.
Review of Module Objectives.

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____



Name:

Tracking #:

Auto Glass Parts and NAGS System Quiz

1. What are the two main types of automotive safety glass?

a. Annealed & single strength c. Insulated & bullet resistant 
b. Laminated & tempered d. Sheet & plate 

2. Which of the following publications is used to calculate selling price 
of an auto glass part?

a. NAGS® Catalogue c. NGA AutoGlass Magazine
b. NAGS® Calculator d. NGA Installation Guide 

3. What is the main reason for the perimeter frit?

a. Protection from ultraviolet light c. Glass differentiation
b. Molding attachment d. Rear-view mirror pad adhesion

4. If the second letter in a NAGS number is a T or an L, what does it indicate?

a. The glass is tinted c. The glass is curved
b. The glass is flat d. It is an aftermarket part

5. In a NAGS number, what color does the letter “B” stand for?

a. Blue c. Black tempered privacy
b. Black laminated privacy d. Bronze

6. In a NAGS number, the first letter in a color code indicates the:

a. Sunshade color c. Part attachment
b. Frit color d. Overall glass color

7. What does the AS-1 designation mean? The glass:

a. Can be used anywhere on the automobile 
b. Is used only on the roof
c. Can be used from the “B” pillar back 
d. Can be used anywhere on the automobile except the windshield

Module 5 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 5 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to Module 6.

5
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8. When broken, tempered glass most resembles:

a. Rock salt c. A road map 
b. A spider web d. A knife blade 

9. The second character in a NAGS number indicates:

a. The color of the sunshade c. Part position in the vehicle
b. Vehicle point of origin d. Sequential number 

10.What does the DOT number on a glass part indicate? 

a. The glass batch number
b. The manufacturer of the glass part 
c. The vehicle manufacturers’ glass part number
d. The glass distributors’ tracking number 

11.A PAAS windshield frequently includes:

a. An antenna system embedded in the PAAS
b. An electrically charged wire that assists in windshield removal
c. Exterior trim
d. Metal tabs for mounting 

12.How many different types of antenna systems can be mounted to or incorporated 
into an auto glass part?

a. One c. Three
b. Two d. Four

13.Is there such a thing as insulated auto glass parts?  

a. Yes
b. No

14.Which Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard governs the manufacturing 
of auto glass parts?

a. 208 c. 212
b. 205 d. 111



15.Do most rain sensors require a special windshield?

a. Yes
b. No

16.What are the main reasons for the development of solar glass?

a. To prevent fabrics from fading 
b. Security 
c. Air conditioning efficiency and interior part preservation
d. Warmth and visibility

17.Laminated glass has four glass surfaces labeled by:

a. Numbers from the inside surface to the outside surface
b. Letters from the outside surface to the inside surface
c. Numbers from the outside surface to the inside surface 
d. Letters from the inside surface to the outside surface

18.Can tempered glass be cut to size?

a. Yes
b. No 

5
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Common “AS” Designations
“AS” refers to “American National Standard for Safety Glazing Materials 
for Glazing Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment Operating on 
Land Highways-Safety Code.” 

For your sanity, these are commonly referred to as American Standards!

• AS-1 designations can be used for all automotive glass applications 
including the windshield. 

• AS-2 designations are used for all other parts. 

• AS-3 designations are used for privacy glass. This glass does not pass 
the 70% light transmittance test and cannot be used in the positions 
in front of the “B” pillar.

NOTE: AS-1 is usually laminated and AS-2 is usually tempered in automotive
uses. There ARE other AS designations for glass products, however, these are
by far the most common.

The Bug

Additional Resources.

Logo

Glass Description 

Factory Location

Year of Manufacture

Glass Manufacturer’s
Model Number
(cross-section)

AS Designation

Glass Fabricator’s
DOT ID#

Date of Manufacture

SUNSHADE
SOLEX

DUPLATE
LAMINATED

SAFETY   FLOAT
AS1      28 - 2

DOT 18     M 53
2    4



NAGS Numbers

First Letter: Second Letter:
D – Domestic W – Windshield
F – Foreign V – Vent Glass

D – Door Glass
Q – Quarter Glass
B – Back Glass
P – Partition
R – Roof Glass

First Letter: Second Letter Exceptions:
D – Domestic T – Tempered Flat
F – Foreign L – Laminated Flat

Y – Aftermarket Slider

NAGS Color Codes:

Color Abbreviations: Color Abbreviation Examples:

Additional Resources.
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D W 01099

Vehicle Origin Part Location Sequential Part Number

B G N

Overall Color Shade Color Attachments (Yes/No)   

G Green

B Blue

Z BronZe

Y GraY

C Clear

GB Green Tint/Blue Shade

BB Blue Tint/Blue Shade

ZY Bronze Tint/Gray Shade

ZG Bronze Tint/Green Shade

BT Blue Tint/No Shade

ZT Bronze/No Shade



NAGS Products 

NAGS Catalog

• Model Reference Chart

• Alphabetical Listing (Year, Make, Model and Body Style)

• Heavy Trucks

• Numerical Part Listing

• NAGS Terms and Abbreviations

NAGS Calculator

• Part Numbers

• Color Codes

• Attachments

• Price

• Labor Hours

• Footnotes

NAGS Database

Information contained in published pamphlets.

NAGS Air bag Reference Guide

• Air Bag Facts

• Application Tables

• Disabling and Activating Instructions

• Air Bag System Component Locations

• Labor Time Guide

NAGS Older Model & Restoration Guide 

• Alphabetical Listing (1949-1989)

• Numerical Part Listing

Additional Resources.
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FABRICATED AUTO GLASS (added value)
Fabricated auto glass parts are parts cut into various shapes and sizes. Many of these
parts have additional elements built into to the glass. Some of these fabricated pieces are:

PRIVACY GLASS - Used for aesthetic and practical purposes, privacy glass prevents
contents of the vehicle from being seen from the outside. It also can enhance the 
beauty of the vehicle. Privacy glass is only fabricated for installation from the “B” 
pillars back. Privacy glass can either be applied as a coating or included in the batch
process, and you cannot interchange one for the other, as appearances do vary.

SOLAR-COATED PARTS - These are usually windshields, however, some fabricators
have used them in other applications. Solar-coated windshields protect the vehicle 
interior (and interior surfaces like the dashboard) from the harmful ultra-violet rays 
of the sun. This keeps the interior cooler.

ANTENNA PARTS - Antennas can be found built-in to both laminated and 
tempered parts. At the connection, a butyl or non-conductive adhesive must 
be used to promote reception.

BONDED PARTS - Usually these parts are pressure fit, attached with fasteners, 
or an adhesive product. The parts can include: mirror brackets, reveal moldings 
and glass channels or hardware.

ENCAPSULATED PARTS - The encapsulating process utilizes a mold around the glass.
Then a vinyl or plastic product is injected into the mold, permanently attaching the
molded part to the glass surface. These parts can include reveal molding and fasteners.

HEATED PARTS - Is a term used for two types of heated glass. The first is the most
common. It is a ceramic paint grid applied to the interior glass surface for the defrosting
of backlites. The second heated windshield glass used by Ford and GM is a coating
applied to the number two surface of a laminated windshield. It was designed to de-ice
a windshield very quickly. Newer heated windshields are fabricated with a paint applied
to the bottom interior surface of the glass. It’s main purpose? To melt ice and snow
from the wipers. Foreign manufacturers use different designs.

HEADS UP DISPLAY PARTS - These parts are specially designed to allow the projection
of the driver’s dashboard display onto the glass so that the driver can focus on the 
road ahead. Look for more of these displays in the future. The glass has a very slight
wedge shape.

Basic Glossary of Terms.
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PAAS PARTS - Pre-Applied Adhesive System is a glass part that has a particu-
larly shaped pre-applied adhesive strip. The strip is located on the edge of the
glass where the bond is to be made. Found in some European vehicles, special
procedures are needed to properly bond this glass to the metal.

RAIN SENSOR PARTS - This is glass designed to accept a rain sensor module.
The module operates the wipers at the speed necessary to clear the windshield
of moisture. The proper reattachment of the rain sensor is essential to its
proper operation.

INSULATED TEMPERED PARTS - Mercedes Benz introduced insulated parts
in the 90’s. Insulated glass consists of two separate glass lites with a thin air
space in between. Vehicle benefits? A quieter ride and fog-free sidelites.

“BREAK RESISTANT GLASS” PARTS - This does not mean “break proof!”
This glass is designed to deter “break and snatch” thieves. The glass has six
layers fabricated into it — glass, PVB, polycarbonate, PBV, glass, PVB.
Currently in use by BMW. 

LAMINATED GLASS - This part is made of two sheets of annealed glass of
varying thickness, with a layer of poly vinyl butryal (PVB) sandwiched between.
The thickness of PVB determines the use of the laminated glass. Thicker
(.030) PVB is used for windshield applications and thinner (.015) PVB is
used for all others. The purpose of the PVB inner layer is to keep the occupants
in the confines of the passenger compartment, to keep flying objects from
penetrating the windshield and to keep the shards of glass from doing more
physical harm to the occupants of the vehicle in the case of a collision. There
are four surfaces to a laminated glass part. They are numbered, one through
four, from the outside surface to the inside surface.

TEMPERED GLASS - This part is a single sheet of glass, heated and then
quick cooled for added strength. Tempered glass is 5 times stronger than 
normal plate (annealed) glass. It is primarily used for doorlites, ventlites, 
quarterlites and backlites. 

Basic Glossary of Terms.
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Windshields 
and Variations

Now it is time to put everything you’ve learned 
to the test — in this module and the module that
follows. By now, you’ve witnessed or performed
many installation procedures. In this module, you
will focus your attention on standard urethane set
windshield replacement procedures as well as the
common variations you will see over the course 
of your long career.

WATCH MODULE 6 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Installation 1:

Windshields and Variation





Know The Parts. Know The Whole.

Proper Installations: Calling Cards For Professional Technicians

❍ Learn the six categories and 20 basic steps in proper windshield replacement. 

❍ Apply all current knowledge to standard urethane set installations, 
including encapsulated. 

❍ Understand proper documentation of work and setting customer expectations.

❍ Develop an understanding of common variations: PAAS/Fritless/
High Modulus/Low Conductive/Improper Windshield Installation.

❍ Complete the windshield-specific installation portion of the experience log.

Now, it is your turn to take the reigns as a Technician In Training under the
supervision of your 10 Star mentor. You may have already completed some, or
even most, of the installation procedures asked of you in this module. But now,
you are responsible for your installation from start to finish — and that means
proving yourself to be a technician who knows proper procedures front to back.
A technician who understands the role of safety, both personally and for the
customer. And a technician who has mastered industry terminology and tools, as
well as adhesives and parts, to become a fit candidate for 10 Star Certification.

Earning Your Star

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. Some
information is included in this module, most requires hands-on training.

❍ Continue working on your experience log as time and procedures allow.

❍ Become knowledgeable in all procedures demanded of you by this module.

❍ Review your assignments and module summary with your mentor, then take
the module quiz. You must pass the quiz with a perfect score to advance to
Module 7.

Module 6:
Installation 1: Windshields and Variations.

75

PROCESS. PROCEDURE.

SAFETY.

• Urethane Sets 

• Procedure Variety 

• Adhesive Changes

• 6 Categories

• 20 Step Procedure

6
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• Each job you do is the most

important job you will ever do.

• Which FMVSS directly relate 

to windshield installations 

and variations?

• Pinchweld depth varies — 

so too, should your adhesive

V-bead height.

• Weight distribution, leverage,

balance and proper tool usage

all contribute to what term?

• A proper full cut method or

technique is necessary on each

urethane set replacement.

• How can masking or marking

tape assist you during an

installation?

• Each step in an installation

procedure is a vital part of the

whole. Take no short cuts.

• Why is it important to record

use-by dates, batch numbers

and bug information?

• Your customer expects the

vehicle to be in the same 

(or better!) condition when 

it is returned.

• Why do you think an experi-

ence log is important to your

10 Star Training?

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 
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Assignment 1
Procedural review.
Obtain your adhesive manufacturer instructions for the following types of installations:

❍ Basic Urethane Set

❍ PAAS

❍ High Modulus

❍ Low Conductive

❍ Fritless Glass

❍ Improperly Installed Windshield

If you have yet to completely work through one or more of the above with your mentor, 
now is the time to familiarize yourself with these procedures. You must have these on 
hand in order to advance to the next assignment, which is a hands-on demonstration 
of your knowledge in the real world shop environment.

Assignment 2
Windshield replacement. 
While it is likely you’ve already executed many of these replacements under the supervision 
of your mentor, your goal here is to manage each job as you would on your own based on 
everything you’ve learned. 

At this point, your mentor will allow you to complete 100% of the work and only 
interrupt if necessary.

List the vehicles you are working on below, and refer to Assignment 3 for additional 
requirements necessary during each of these installations. In other words, you will 
be working on Assignments 2 and 3 at the same time.

6
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍

TEMPERATURE
VEHICLE TYPE: MAKE MODEL YEAR JOB DATE WEATHER CONDITIONS

Basic Urethane Set

Encapsulated 

PAAS

High Modulus

Low Conductive

Fritless Glass

Additional

(ex. butyl upgrade)
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Assignment 3
Pre & post inspection sheets.
Using your shop’s work orders and materials as a guide, complete pre and post inspection
sheets for each of the installations you perform.** Your notations should include:

❍ Exterior pre and post inspection

❍ Interior pre and post inspection

❍ Mechanicals pre and post inspection

❍ Batch numbers of urethane and primers

❍ Expiration dates of urethane and primers

❍ Relevant bug information

❍ Weather conditions at time of installation

❍ Any special circumstances (rust, previous damage, etc.)

❍ Customer initials or signature, if possible

Remember, completely documenting your procedure protects you, your customer and
your shop. Before advancing to your next assignment, it is your responsibility to make
handmade copies or photocopies of each completed work order to hand in to your mentor
if you are not using “carbon copy” orders.

**A sample worksheet is included in this module. 

Assignment 4
Written — Customer Instructions.
Choose one of the installations completed in Assignment 2 and 3. Using a separate piece
of paper, please create a customer instruction sheet (in your own words) that explains the
important things you related to the customer about his or her installation. 

Key points to consider are:

❍ Title:  Customer Instructions

❍ Vehicle Identity: (list vehicle make, model, year, and customer name)

❍ Date:

❍ Weather Conditions:

Also include recommendations about:

❍ Safe drive away time

❍ Car washes

❍ Keeping windows open

❍ Full cure

❍ Any special circumstances discovered during pre/post inspection

When completed, turn in your customer instruction sheet for your mentor’s review.

❍

❍

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____
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Assignment 5
Experience log.
Complete the windshield-specific rows of your experience log by the end of this module. 
If you’ve completed your assignments, you should be well on your way. 

Extra Credit
Basic glass (annealed glass, for example) is technically classified as which one 
of the following:

❍ Solid   

❍ Liquid  

❍ Gas

6
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍



What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions that 
go along with each objective, and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Learn the six categories and 20 basic steps in proper windshield replacement.
Which steps of the 20 step process took you the longest to master? 

Does your mentor agree?

2. Apply all current knowledge to standard urethane set installations, including 
encapsulated. List at least two (2) mentor tips that were useful to you while learning
to perform standard or basic installations (for example, prepping glass while waiting 
for pinchweld primer to dry)

1.

2.

3. Develop an understanding of common variations: PAAS/Fritless/High Modulus/
Low Conductive/Improper Windshield Installation

Are all low conductive installations ALSO high modulus? Why or why not?

What MUST be done to the PAAS bead prior to the application of urethane?

4. Complete the windshield-specific installation portion of the experience log.
Which of these procedures was the toughest for you to understand or master? Why?

5. Understand proper documentation of work and setting customer expectations.
List at least two (2) reasons your shop documents a replacement.

1.

2.

Review.
Review of Module Objectives.

REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module 6 objectives.

80
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MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____



Name:

Tracking #:

Installation I – Windshield Installation Quiz

1. If a previous installation was done using butyl when urethane was the original 
adhesive, what must be done to insure proper bonding?

a. Remove all but 1 – 2mm of old butyl and prime with butyl primers 
b. Apply liquid butyl as the adhesive 
c. Remove all existing butyl and proceed with urethane installation 
d. Remove everything to bare metal and prime with urethane primer

2. Is the close-cut method of installation a proper technique?

a. Yes
b. No

3. On a normal first time installation, it is only necessary to prime the areas 
of the pinchweld that are scratched or have exposed paint. 

a. True 
b. False 

4. It is best to remove all of the old urethane from the pinchweld on full-cut 
installations.

a. True 
b. False 

5. Which urethane nozzle configuration is best for full-cut installations?

a. Rectangle c. Triangular 
b. Round d. Square 

6. What would be the result of using anaerobic mirror adhesive (Loctite) 
on a mirror frit?

a. The mirror would fall off 
b. The frit paint would discolor
c. The electrical wiring would short out
d. The glass would stress crack

Module 6 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 6 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to Module 7.

6
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7. It is permitted to use a three-sided strip out when the cowl is not pulled.

a. True
b. False

8. Of the following, which is NOT a benefit of pulling the cowl panel?

a. The bottom seal can be checked
b. The bead will not be displaced
c. The cowl panel will be glued to the glass
d. Less mess and shorter clean up time

9. What is the main purpose of using vacuum cups when setting the glass?

a. The bonding edge will not be contaminated
b. Ease of setting the glass into place
c. It eliminates the need for a second installer
d. It assures a firm grip on the glass

10.Why is it better to deck the glass after the moldings are attached to the clips?

a. It reduces clean up
b. It reduces glass breakage
c. It is easier to attach the molding to the clips
d. It eliminates gaps between the glass and molding

11. What is the recommended applicator for pinchweld primer?

a. Cotton swab c. Shop towel
b. Cotton dauber d. Lint-free paper towel

12.What procedure should be used to test fit the glass in the pinchweld?

a. Dam application c. Two-man set
b. Dry set d. Vacuum cup placement

13.What should be done as a first step in all auto glass replacement procedures?

a. Open all windows c. Get paperwork signed
b. Put the parking brake on d. Pre-inspect the vehicle

14.The last thing done before re-installing the moldings and/or trim is:

a. Paddling of excess urethane c. Check for leaks
b. Wash the glass d. Replace the rear-view mirror
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PPG’S CSR FORM

Do we want to add copy here?

6
Limited Warranty

A.    REPAIR

B.    REPLACEMENT

C.    LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS

D.    THE VEHICLE OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITY

CSR Customer Service Record

Glass Company Name / Phone _________________________________________________________________

Vehicle ID Number:

A. Prework Inspection: (Check if Damage is Pre-Existing – Advise Owner)
Front End: ■■ Front Bumper ■■ Grill ■■ Hood ■■ Roof/Post/Moldings

Passenger Side: ■■ Fender ■■ Front Door ■■ Rear Door ■■ Quarter Panel

Driver Side: ■■ Fender ■■ Front Door ■■ Rear Door ■■ Quarter Panel

Rear: ■■ Rear Bumper ■■ Trunk Lid

Interior: ■■ Headliner ■■ Dashboard ■■ Other _________________________

Notes: ____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

(Owner Acknowledgement of Inspection and Damages.) Owner Initials: _____________

B. Repair:  ■■ Review REPAIR WARRANTY (A on reverse side) with vehicle owner.

C. Glass Replacement

D. Windshield Replacement
1. Adhesive System:    

2. Timing-Curing Conditions:
Time of Installation Completion                                           AM / PM Date:

Temperature                                                                      Humidity

*Recommended Drive Away Time                                        AM / PM Date:
*Note: Warranty (B on reverse side) will be voided if vehicle is driven before “Recommended Drive Away Time.”

3.Installation Method: Check one:                             ■■ Mobile ■■ In Shop

Check one: ■■ Full Cut ■■ Close Cut

4. Auto Care For First 24 Hours:
Do Not Wash Vehicle/Avoid Washing Windshield If Possible.
Keep A Window Slightly Opened While Closing Doors.

E. Postwork Clean-up: 1. ■■ Defroster Ducts Cleared 2. ■■ Glass Cleaned 3. ■■ Interior Vacuumed

F. Installer Certification: I hereby certify that the previously stated information is truthful and accurate, and was performed by
a technician certified by the urethane manufacturer listed above.

Installer Name: 

Signature                                                                              Service Date 
(Person Completing Form)

Original: Glass Shop Second Copy: Vehicle Owner/Operator PPG PROSTARSSM is a service mark of PPG Industries, Inc.

Order CSR.F Rev. 6/01 Printed in U.S.A. LYNX is a service mark of LYNX Services

(Please Place Business Location Stamp on Back)

(Brand and Part No.: N/A - Not Applicable)

Dispatch # _____________________

ARG 00500

Customer Name:______________________________________________________Phone: ________________________

Urethane: Tapes or Dams:

Lot Number: Lot Number:

Pinchweld Primer: Glass Primer:

Lot Number: Lot Number:

NAGS Part No: Brand of Glass:

NAGS Part No: Brand of Glass:

G. Complete for All Work Done:
1. Customer Proof of Loss and Acceptance of Service Record:

I acknowledge receipt of the goods and services requested and that all services were performed
in a workmanlike manner to my complete satisfaction. The information on this form has been
explained to me. If applicable, I authorize my insurance, fleet, or leasing company to pay LYNX 
Services directly for this claim. I understand that I am personally responsible for any portion 
of the invoice not covered by insurance, fleet, or leasing company.

2. Customer Signature _________________________________ Date: ____________________

Time Owner Takes Possession of Vehicle ___________________ AM/PM
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Installation 2:
Pillar-to-Pillar Installations

Being a 10 Star Technician means you’ll be 
replacing much more than just windshields.
In this module, you will complete a wide 
variety of hands-on procedures on the other
key glass parts of a vehicle. From pillar-to-
pillar, this will prepare you to handle virtually
any job on any vehicle. And take you one step
closer to 10 Star Certification.

WATCH MODULE 7 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Installation 2:

Pillar-to-Pillar Installations





Be A Professional From Bumper-to-Bumper.

Objectives:

❍ Learn the basics of “access, remove, replace” for door glasses 

❍ Apply basic urethane set knowledge to backlite installation procedures 

❍ Know procedures and variations for door, vent, quarter and backlites 

❍ Review PVC encapsulated bonding procedures

❍ Complete the pillar-to-pillar installation portion of the experience log

Just like in module 6, this module puts YOU in charge of the pillar-to-pillar
installations you need to tackle as a technician. This module is almost all
hands-on work; which means you’ll be on the hook for knowing the many 
procedures and variations for a wide variety of installation procedures. Your
attention to detail here cannot falter — because there are special challenges
ahead in pillar-to-pillar parts that are just as important as the obstacles you 
face during windshield installation.

Earning Your Star

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. 
Most of the assignments require hands-on training.

❍ Continue working on your experience log as time and procedures allow.

❍ Become knowledgeable in all procedures demanded of you by this module.

❍ Review your assignments and module summary with your mentor, then
take the module quiz. You must pass the quiz with a perfect score to
advance to Module 8.

Module 7:
Installation 2: Pillar-to-Pillar Installations.

87

BETWEEN THE PILLARS

• Backlites 

• Door Glass 

• Quarter Glass

• Vent Glass

• Key Variations

7
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• If you lose your way on a door

glass installation, what can

you look to for reference?

• Remember the “express

down/up” feature on many

power-assisted doors.

• What might be different 

in a urethane set backlite 

procedure?

• Clean run guides and 

interior panels of all broken

glass and debris.

• What type of primer might 

an encapsulated quarter 

glass require?

• Retain any original fasteners

or attachments that are

important to the replacement.

• Why are pillar-to-pillar 

parts allowed to be made 

of tempered glass?

• Double stick or foam core

butyl is acceptable for use

with many pillar-to-pillar parts.

• Do you remember the 

“rules” that cover the use 

of privacy glass?

• Be sure you are ordering 

the correct part for the 

correct location on a vehicle.

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 
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1
Assignment 1
Preparation For Hands-On Assignments.
Be sure you have witnessed and received instruction on the following prior to your 
hands-on assignments:

❍ General procedures for door, vent, quarter and back glass replacement
❍ Using the airbag reference guide & disabling airbags, if necessary
❍ PVC bonding situations with encapsulated parts

If you have yet to completely work through one or more of the above with your mentor, 
now is the time to familiarize yourself with these procedures. Remember, however, just 
“seeing” isn’t enough. You must understand the “why’s” behind each particular pillar-to-
pillar installation.

Assignment 2
Hands-On Installations.
While it is likely you’ve already executed many of the these replacements under 
the supervision of your mentor, your goal here is to manage each job as you would 
on your own based on everything you’ve learned. 

At this point, your mentor will allow you to complete 100% of the work and only 
interrupt if necessary.

Good news here! Check your experience log. If you have completed the “unassisted/
completed” requirement for the following installations on your experience log, you only 
need to complete start to finish replacements of the parts NOT listed on the log.

*NOT specifically required on log.

You must still complete ALL pillar-to-pillar installations throughout the duration of this 
module under the supervision of your mentor.

7
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍

BACK GLASS QUARTER GLASS VENT GLASS DOOR GLASS

Hinged Stationary Encapsulated* Manual

Roll Down Moveable Bonded* Power Assisted 

Rope In Encapsulated* Moveable Side Air Bag*

Stationary* Bonded* Anti-jam*

VEHICLE TYPE: MAKE MODEL YEAR JOB DATE

Stationary Backlite

Encapsulated PVC

Bonded Part

Side Air Bag
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Assignment 4
Side air bag documentation I:
For four (4) vehicles you have worked on during this module (whether or not you
replaced the door glass), research the necessary procedures for disabling and/or removing
the side air bag, if present. 

Consult:

❍ Vehicle manufacturer information and current websites
❍ Local dealerships
❍ Current NAGS Airbag Reference Guide

Fill in the following information:

Vehicle Make, Model, Year Airbag Present Resource Used

1.

2.

3.

4.

Assignment 5
Airbag documentation II:
In your own words, describe the procedure you performed to disable an airbag during
this module. List any additional resources you consulted to complete the procedure. 
Use a separate sheet of paper and turn it in to your mentor when completed.

Extra Credit
According to the Code of Federal Regulations, it is illegal for US citizens to have 
contact with what type of vehicle and/or driver of that vehicle?

❍

❍

❍

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____



Review.
Review of Module Objectives.
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MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions
that go along with each objective, and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Learn the basics of “access, remove, replace” for door glasses. List at least 
two (2) procedures performed regularly during each step.

Access Remove Replace

1.

2.

2. Apply basic urethane set knowledge to backlite installation procedures. Name at
least two (2) potential differences in procedure that you learned from your mentor.

1.

2.

3. Know procedures and variations for door, vent, quarter and backlites. List at least 
three (3) different variations YOU performed during this module.

Door Vent

1.

2.

3.

Quarter Back

1.

2.

3.

4. Review PVC encapsulated bonding procedures. Name the parts and vehicles you
worked on during this module that required these special primers

Part Vehicle

5. Complete the pillar-to-pillar installation portion of the experience log. Which of 
these procedures was the most difficult for you to understand or master? Why?

REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module 7 objectives.





Name:

Tracking #:

Installation II – Pillar-to-Pillar Quiz

1. What will happen if the weather-barrier is not replaced properly on a door 
glass installation?

a. The regulator will corrode
b. The door mechanism will jam
c. The door panel will be damaged
d. The side-impact bag will malfunction

2. What unusual part must be removed to access the door mechanism on a
1993–96 Saturn?

a. Top frame of the door c. Door latch mechanism
b. Exterior body panel d. Passenger side seat

3. What is a reliable immediate reference to consult when problems arise with the
removal, operation and installation of a door glass?

a. Owners manual c. Another installer
b. Other door d. Industry publications 

4. What should be done to assure a good bond when adhering encapsulated parts 
to the body?

a. Use special primer
b. Remove the encapsulation
c. Lightly sand the encapsulation
d. Clean with denatured alcohol

5. What problem might occur on an “express up” door glass installation?

a. Side-impact bags must be removed
b. The regulator must be retrained
c. An outside power source is required
d. The regulator motor burns out

Module 7 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 7 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to Module 8.

7
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6. When roping-in an auto glass part, what technique must the technician employ 

to assure against gasket damage?

a. Use a hook tool to lip glass around glass edge
b. Pull the rope towards you
c. Lubricate the gasket with silicone or soap
d. Pull the rope while keeping your knuckles placed on the glass surface

7. What is used to seal some mechanically attached quarter and vent glasses?

a. Polysulfide c. Silicone
b. Foam core butyl d. PVC 

8. Why is it better to apply adhesive to a tempered encapsulated part instead 
of the pinchweld?

a. The part typically has a recess for the adhesive
b. The adhesive will stick better to the encapsulation
c. It is harder to set the other way
d. Primer will not be needed if applied to the encapsulation directly

9. All side-impact bags must be disabled before working on a doorglass installation. 

a. True
b. False

10.What is the purpose of the Styrofoam blocks in the doorframe?

a. Anti-vibration c. Impact protection
b. Doorglass stop d. Airbag stabilizer
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Miscellaneous Parts and
Supplies and Going Mobile

Having the necessary parts and supplies on
hand at all times makes good common sense
for the ARG professional. In this module,
you’ll explore how to keep a running inventory
of these parts, as well as review the basics of
taking your trained skills out on the road as 
a mobile auto glass technician.WATCH MODULE 8 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Miscellaneous Parts and

Supplies and Going Mobile
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READY ON A DAILY BASIS

• Clips & Fasteners

• Moldings

• Accessories

• Inventory

• Mobile Technician

8
“Squared Away” In The Shop And Out On The Road.

Objectives:

❍ Understand the function and replacement of common moldings, 
clips and fasteners

❍ Develop a professional approach and procedure for mobile installations

❍ Know the differences between wrap around and insert style moldings

❍ Develop a parts and supply inventory for the shop and mobile operations

❍ Know key tricks of the trade for mirror pads, adhesive cleanup and 
universal moldings

Sometimes in the busy environment of an auto glass shop, it’s easy to overlook
items and procedures that seem, on the surface, to be less important. But what
separates an average shop (and an average technician) ARE the little details that
increase the speed and quality of the work. A smooth running shop always has
the accessory, clip or molding on hand to complete the job correctly at any
time — in the shop — or out on the road. This module helps you develop an
eye for the little details that help set you and your shop apart.

Earning Your Star

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. 

❍ Continue working on your experience log as time and procedures allow.

❍ Complete your knowledge of the parts and accessories that finish your
“basic” training.

❍ Review your assignments and module summary with your mentor, then
take the module quiz. You must pass the quiz with a perfect score to
advance to Module 9.

Module 8:
Miscellaneous Parts and Supplies and Going Mobile.
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• A mobile operation maintains

the same high standards of

in-shop installations.

• What type of molding should

every shop have on hand at

all times?

• Your mobile vehicle is a rolling

advertisement for your shop.

• What are the differences you

may encounter in rear view

mirror pads?

• Obeying the rules of the road

is a good rule of thumb for

every mobile technician.

• Do you know the names 

and locations of your 

sundry suppliers?

• You can’t install it if you don’t

have it. Keep an inventory 

of the accessories you need.

• How do you clean urethane

from fabric? Paint? Tools? 

How can you avoid cleanup?

• Common sense mobile

reminders: Setting brakes;

parking out of traffic flow;

secure customer’s keys.

• What accessories should you

always double check when

ordering a replacement part?

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 
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1
Assignment 1
Knowing parts and supplies.
For as many procedures as you’ve already performed with your mentor, there are 
easily as many clips, fasteners and retainers. Obtain at least one of the following 
auto glass supply catalogs and begin to familiarize yourself with parts you’ve already 
used, and those you may need.

Catalogs include:

❍ C.R. Laurence

❍ Sommer & Maca

❍ Precision Auto Parts

❍ DNK Auto Parts
❍ www.buyppgautoglass.com (on-line catalog)

Next to the following items, write down at least one type of part you have YET 
to use in your training — or a part you’ve never seen. (for example, you may have 
used a gravity stop, but not a water-soluble stop).

Clips:

Retainers:

Cowl fasteners:

Kits:

Moldings:

Channels:

Guides:

Gravity stops:

Assignment 2
Developing An Inventory: Each person in the shop environment has a direct or indirect 
effect on the inventory of parts and supplies. A proper inventory will give you a picture 
of two things: What you have — and what you need. Using a separate sheet of paper, use 
the common supply list at the end of this module to help you develop an inventory for 
the parts and supplies most commonly used in your shop.

Be sure you cover the accessories you need for the most common types of installations.

8
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍
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Assignment 4
Mobile Inventory. It’s the next logical step when creating an inventory, but oddly 
enough is possibly the most overlooked inventory in the shop. This assignment 
is more than simply “cleaning the truck.” If you’ve been participating in mobile 
installations, by now you’ve seen how hectic a day on the road can be.

Your assignment is to stock all mobile vehicles with the necessary parts and supplies —
and develop a system for keeping those parts and supplies up to date:  a morning 
inspection, an inventory checklist, etc. What ideas do you have that might make 
mobile work easier or faster? 

There is no right answer for this assignment. Just share your thoughts and 
solutions with your mentor on a separate sheet of paper.

C.R. Laurence ........................www.crlaurence.com
Sommer & Maca ....................www.somaca.com
Precision Replacement Parts ...www.prp.com
PPG Auto Glas .......................www.buyppgautoglass.com
Reid Tools .............................www.reidmfg.com/catalog.htm

Extra Credit
What is the festive nickname for an insert style molding that looks as if it is made 
of branches?

❍

❍

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____
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MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions
that go along with each objective, and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Understand the function and replacement of common moldings, clips and fasteners.
What are the main purposes of moldings?

When in doubt about your supplies, what should you order along with the 
part itself?

2. Develop a professional approach and procedure for mobile installations.
Here, have your mentor write one sentence about the way you’ve contributed 
to mobile operations.

3. Know the differences between wrap around and insert style molding.
Well? What are the differences after having worked with both?

4. Develop a parts and supply inventory for the shop and mobile operations. Did 
you find any items in short supply in the shop? In the truck? What were they?

5. Know key tricks of the trade for mirror pads, adhesive cleanup and universal 
moldings. List at least two (2) tricks of the trade you’ve learned from your mentor. 
(ex. using channel bond as a mirror pad adhesive)

1.

2.

REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module 8 objectives.





Name:

Tracking #:

The Sum of the Parts Quiz

1. What is this clip used for?

a. Windshield c. Weather-strip retainer
b. Backlite d. Doorlite 

2. What is this fastener used for?

a. Cowl c. Door panel
b. Doorlite d. Headliner

3. What type of gasket does this cross section show?

a. Self-locking “S” style c. Self-locking “H” style
b. Rubber insert “H” style d. Vinyl insert “S” style

4. This type of clip fastens to:

a. The glass c. The headliner
b. Another clip d. The cowl

Module 8 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 8 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to Module 9.

8
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5. This clip wraps around the:

a. Pinchweld c. Glass
b. Moldings d. “A” pillar

6. What does this type of fastener need to hold the moldings?

a. The glass c. Adhesive
b. Another clip d. Clip stud

7. What is this fastener used for?

a. Holds the vent glass at the pivot point
b. Fastens the cowl down 
c. Retains the windshield wipers 
d. Holds the rear-view mirror to the glass 

8. What is this?

a. A gravity stop c. A door shim
b. A lower glass channel spacer d. Molding clip

9. What is the benefit of universal “J” style molding?

a. It is easy to put on edge of glass
b. Allows for installation after the glass is set
c. Better external appearance
d. Comes in multiple colors

10.What material is primarily used in the manufacturing of auto glass dams?

a. Butyl c. Rubber
b. Closed-cell foam d. Open-celled foam



Supplies

Adhesives

❍ Butyl

❍ Urethane

❍ Rear-View Mirror

❍ Liquid Butyl

❍ Weatherstrip Adhesive

❍ Super-Glue

Sealants

❍ Bedding Compound

❍ Flow-Grade

❍ Butyl-Coated Foam

Cleaners

❍ Glass

❍ Upholstery

❍ Adhesive Solvents

❍ Hand Cleaner

Lubricants

❍ Oil

❍ Graphite

❍ Lithium Grease

Tapes

❍ Masking

❍ Duct

❍ Molding Retention

❍ Double-Faced Padded

Release Agent 
Cut-Out Wire
Acid Brushes
Spray Bottles (2)
Dauber
Nitrile Gloves
Paper Towels
Cloth Towels
Glass Caddy
Vacuum Cleaner
Extension Cords
Razor Blades
Utility Knife Blades
Assorted Clips & Fasteners*
Fender Covers/Drop Cloths

*These may vary and depend upon local 
popularity of specific makes and models.

Supplies.
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SUPPLIES

• Adhesives 

• Sealants 

• Cleaners

• Lubricants

• Tapes

8



Mobile Unit Items
❍ Portable power source - to produce 110 volt current for power tool usage.

❍ Vacuum cleaner - to remove debris and glass from vehicle interiors and doors.

❍ Cordless drill - for retainer extraction.

❍ Hair dryer or heat gun - for warming vinyl reveal moldings, smoothing vinyl roofs
and for drying windshield repairs.

❍ Portable cutting table - for cutting glass in the field.

❍ Portable glass stand - for glass preparation use and as a worktable stand.

❍ Heater - for keeping adhesives, sealants and glass warm in cool temperatures.

❍ Belt sander - for edging glass cut in the field.

❍ Small ladder - for climbing high off-road vehicles.

❍ Portable grinder - for rust repair.

❍ Finger racks - for glass transport.

❍ Storage cabinets - for small supplies, such as: clips, screws and fasteners.

❍ Jigsaw or metal sheers - for sunroof and/or van conversion installations.

Common Installations
Keep each of these installations in mind when preparing an inventory for a shop 
or truck, and you’ll rarely be left empty handed on a job.

Supplies.

COMMON INSTALLATIONS

• Windshield

• Back Glass

• Quarter Glass

• Vent Glass

• Door Glass
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WINDSHIELD BACK GLASS QUARTER GLASS VENT GLASS DOOR GLASS

Urethane Set Hinged Stationary Encapsulated Manual

Encapsulated PVC Roll Down Moveable Bonded Power Assisted

PAAS Rope In Encapsulated Side Air Bag

High Modulus Stationary Bonded

Low Conductive

Fritless Glass
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Troubleshooting

One of your final modules covers the procedures
you hope to use least often as a professional 
installation technician — namely, troubleshooting
for callbacks. While you will learn the basic steps
necessary to handle air, water and noise complaints,
know for certain that your ability to do a job
right the first time can keep these to a minimum.WATCH MODULE 9 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Troubleshooting





Be Ready To Handle Any Minor Problem.

Objectives:

❍ Know how to identify and repair various water and air leaks

❍ Learn how to identify and repair noise complaints

❍ Understand other causes of leaks and noise complaints possibly 
unrelated to replacement

❍ Develop proper face-to-face customer service skills when dealing 
with callbacks

❍ Learn the most common mistakes made by technicians that lead 
to call backs

Throughout 10 Star Training you’ve become familiar with the phrase “do it
right the first time.” The primary reason for this thinking is of course, to make
a safe and proper installation with each job you do. But doing it right the first
time can also prevent callbacks that cost your shop valuable time and money.
In this module, you’ll learn how to fix the occasional mistake and more 
importantly, satisfy a customer who has returned to you with a complaint
about your work, or about something unrelated to your work that is causing
noise, water or air leakage.

In the event that your training to date (and training for the next two modules)
does not expose you to all of the troubleshooting procedures required in the
experience log, well…that is good news. That means you’re doing things right!

You will still be responsible for knowing how to diagnose and fix these problems,
should they ever arise.

Earning Your Star

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. 
Most are hands on — some do require documentation, however. 

❍ Begin to complete your experience log as time and procedures allow.

❍ Learn the troubleshooting procedures covered in this module, 
including customer service.

❍ Review your assignments and module summary with your mentor, 
then take the module quiz. You must pass the quiz with a perfect 
score to advance to Module 10.

Module 9:
Troubleshooting.
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ON CALL FOR CALLBACKS

• Water Leaks

• Air Complaints

• Noise/Vibration

• Other Causes

• Customer Service

9
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• How can a simple plastic 

stick play a major role in 

troubleshooting?

• Overdecking the glass is 

one of the leading causes 

of noise complaints.

• Do you remember to check

the cowl drain for loose

stringers of urethane?

• Your customer must be 

present to diagnose an air 

or noise complaint.

• What two things can you 

do to test for leaks at the 

end of a replacement?

• Not all mistakes are due 

to a windshield replacement.

Diagnosis is key.

• What reattachment procedure

can actually help deck the

glass?

• Aftermarket additions such as

luggage racks and sunroofs

can be a telltale sign of trouble.

• What approach to auto glass

replacement can reduce or

eliminate callbacks?

• Satisfy the customer complaint

on the first try, no matter what

it takes.

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 
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Assignment 1
Diagnosis and repair:
You will perform this assignment and the one that follows at the same time. You are 
required to participate in any troubleshooting procedure that may come your way through-
out your training modules, including this module and if necessary, the module that follows. 

Troubleshooting procedures include:

❍ Diagnosis and repair of a water leak
❍ Diagnosis and repair of an air leak
❍ Diagnosis and repair of a noise complaint
❍ Diagnosis and repair of a molding problem

Consult the troubleshooting guide included in this module for complete references 
and solutions to problems that may arise and as always, refer to your mentor’s hands-
on instruction.

Diagnosis tip: Consider mapping out a local driving route which allows you to operate 
the customer’s vehicle at various speeds on various road conditions, including:

• Smooth/rough roadway • Travel in all directions (into wind) 
• Uphill/downhill grade • Right/left turns
• Stoplights • Railroad crossing
• High-speed roadway

Assignment 2
Documenting troubleshoots:
In your own words, document at least one troubleshoot for each type of procedure 
performed using a separate sheet of paper. The procedure does not necessarily have 
to be performed during this module — simply one that you encountered with your 
mentor during the course of your training. 

A water leak:

An air leak:

A noise complaint:

A molding problem:

(see template on next page)

9
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍
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Assignment 2 (continued)

Use the following example template as a guide:

Problem: Water Leak

Evidence: Damp footwell, driver side

Testing: Visual inspection; Water test

Observation: Slight dampness increased in footwell during test when water 
most directly hit bottom bead of urethane, not top or side bead

Solution: Suspect other problem present. Pulled cowl panel and cleaned cowl 
drain. No urethane stringers noticed in cowl drain; removed leaves, 
twigs and small pieces of gravel blocking drain.

Submit your troubleshooting documentation to your mentor.

Assignment 3
Role reversal:
In your final assignment, you are to assume the role of the shop technician, and your
mentor will be a customer returning to you with a number of complaints. These complaints
will be based on the procedures in the troubleshooting guide. (see pages 117 – 121.)

There is no review for this assignment, except for the responses (and potential solutions)
you offer your mentor. Remember: your mentor IS the customer. Look for your mentor
to explore your knowledge of:

❍ customer service
❍ “can-do” attitude
❍ troubleshooting procedures
❍ necessary customer participation in diagnosis

Extra Credit
What was the original name of the vehicle commonly known as the Volkswagen Beetle?

❍

❍

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____
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MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions
that go along with each objective, and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Know how to identify and repair various water and air leaks. List at least 
three (3) signs of a water leak you have witnessed with your mentor.

1.

2.

3.

2. Learn how to identify and repair noise complaints. Describe the way in which 
your mentor treated your customer during the ride along to diagnose a complaint.

3. Understand other causes of leaks and noise complaints possibly unrelated 
to replacement. In your opinion, what is the most common cause of leaks 
NOT related to your installation procedure. Why?

4. Develop proper face-to-face customer service skills when dealing with callbacks.
When a customer comes to you with a rare complaint, what is your most 
important goal?

5. Learn the most common mistakes made by technicians that lead to call backs.
Have you made any mistakes that lead to callbacks? What were they? 

Has your mentor shared any “mistake stories” with you?

REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module 9 objectives.





Name:

Tracking #:

Troubleshooting Leaks Quiz

1. If water is dripping down the glass, what is the probable location of the leak?

a. Between the adhesive and the pinchweld
b. Between the two layers of metal in the pinchweld
c. Between the glass and the adhesive
d. Between the molding and the pinchweld

2. If a water leak is detected between the two layers of metal that make up the 
pinchweld, what is a possible entry location for the water?

a. Drip rails
b. Seal between the adhesive and the pinchweld
c. Seal between the glass and the adhesive
d. Around the “J” style molding

3. All water leaks are the fault of the technician.

a. True
b. False

4. If there is a water leak where water appears on the vehicle’s floor, 
where should the technician first check?

a. The bottom seal between the adhesive and the metal
b. Cowl drain hole blockage
c. Grommets on the firewall
d. Holes in the floorboards

5. Air leaks require a road test to properly diagnose.

a. True
b. False

6. What unusual tool can be used to locate a noise complaint?

a. Tuning fork c. Stethoscope
b. Electronic leak detector d. Ultra-violet lamp

Module 9 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 9 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to Module 10.

9
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7. What is the best material to use when sealing the screw holes on an aftermarket

truck visor?

a. Urethane c. Flow-grade sealant
b. Silicone d. Butyl

8. What can be used to fix the vibration of a dashboard against the glass?

a. Add more urethane to the bottom of the glass
b. Install a rubber shim between the glass and the dashboard
c. Remove the dash and shave off the front edge
d. Adjust the dashboard forward
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TYPE PREVENTION DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURE

Drips on floor or seat • Use a “V” bead. The leak is most likely If the moldings are easily
• Water test immediately located between the removed, find the location

after installation. adhesive bed and the of the leak from the 
• Dry set the glass. pinchweld. outside and paddle fresh
• Give instructions urethane in and around

to customer: the area.
– Leave door windows

open slightly. If the moldings are not
– Don’t drive vehicle easily removed, follow

until safe drive away the same procedure from
time has been reached. the inside of the vehicle.

– Don’t high pressure 
car wash for 24 hours. Leak test the repair.

Drips down the glass Use the same preventative The leak is between the Repeat the same
procedures as above glass and the adhesive procedures as above.

seal.

Floor is wet • Pull the cowl. Peel back the carpeting In all cases seal the leak
• Clean out cowl drain. and water test. Observe with appropriate sealants
• Seal “body seam” the water flow and or remove obstruction.

damage. trace to leak location.
• Check bottom and Possible causes are:

“A” pillar seal. • Air vent
• Body seams
• “A” pillar leak

(remove interior 
garnish moldings)

• Drain hole obstruction

Headliner is wet • Use a “V” bead • If the headliner is Apply a clear sealant 
• Seal visor holes. damp on the sides such as silicone to
• Clean out sunroof of the vehicle (along the suspect area of the

drain hoses. the door openings) drip rail.
• Seal rain gutters. the leak could be 
• Check antenna seals. caused by leaks in The weatherstrip can
• Check running the drip rail or in the be repaired by using a

lights seal. the weatherstrip. weatherstrip adhesive or
• If the headliner is by replacing the entire

damp near the sun weatherstrip gasket.
visors or rearview 
mirror, the leak is For windshield seal leaks,
occurring from the follow the procedures
windshield seal. described above.

Water Leaks
Find water leaks by using an electronic leak detector or by water testing.
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TYPE PREVENTION DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURE

Air leak near • Pull the cowls. The air is coming from Remove cowl, if necessary,
dashboard • Make sure of a leak in the windshield and paddle fresh urethane in

bottom seal. seal. This usually is and around area of air leak.
• Use high-viscosity located at the bottom Road test to ensure repair.

urethane. of the windshield.
• Use foam dams Check around the If this procedure is

for acoustics. setting blocks and impossible due to recessed
• Dry set the glass. where the seal doesn’t bead or encapsulation,

meet the glass. removal and reinstallation
may be necessary.

Air leak coming • Check “A” pillar seal. If air is coming in from If possible, remove exterior
from “A” pillar • Give customer the right or left side of moldings and seal from

instructions. the glass, remove the the outside.
interior side garnish 
moldings and confirm If not, seal from the inside
leak location. and smooth with paddle 

stick. Road test to ensure 
repair.

Air Leaks
To properly find the location of an air leak, a road test is necessary. Have a helper drive
the vehicle while you locate and mark the area.
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TYPE PREVENTION DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURE

Air Noise or • Ensure flush molding fit. This can be caused by Remove the moldings 
Whistle: Undefined • Electronically leak the wind passing under causing the noise. Apply

test installation. the side moldings. a thin piece of butyl tape
• Use a “V” bead. To confirm this, stretched the length of 
• Use foam acoustical test drive the vehicle the moldings to the under-

dams. and apply pressure to side edge.
the moldings. 

Reattach the moldings
If the sound stops, this and press down to adhere
is the cause of the noise. the moldings to the glass.

Squeak Near • Use foam acoustical While test-driving the From the inside, work a 
Dashboard dams. vehicle, force your hand piece of door glass packing

• Use a “V” bead. between the glass and material between the glass
• Do not apply too much the dash. DO NOT and the dashboard at the

pressure when wetting- APPLY TOO MUCH location of the rub.
out adhesive. FORCE.

If the squeaking stops, 
the cause of the noise is 
the glass rubbing against 
the dashboard.

Scratching • Use foam acoustical This is usually the glass Remove the interior garnish
or Ticking dams. coming in contact with moldings from the area

• Use a “V” bead. the molding. It usually of the noise. Check the
• Do not apply too much occurs in cold weather moldings for any fresh

pressure when wetting- and disappears once the markings caused by 
out adhesive. vehicle warms up. rubbing. File down the

rubbed area of the molding.
Reattach moldings and 
road test to confirm repair.

If the rubs are in an 
inconspicuous area, another
repair option is to place a 
trimmed rubber shim or 
packing material between 
the glass and the molding.

Noise Complaints
It is necessary to road test the vehicle to properly locate the cause of the noise.
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Molding Adjustment
This problem is usually best handled through prevention.

TYPE PREVENTION DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURE

Insert Style Molding • Make sure that the old If the molding is raised Remove the molding and
(Xmas Tree Molding) urethane is removed or uneven, the molding cut out the old urethane.

from the floor of the did not bottom out and is Then apply fresh urethane
pinchweld. resting on cured urethane. to the perimeter of the 

• Add enough urethane glass and re-insert the
to make contact with If the molding is loose or molding.
molding barbs. missing, the molding did

• Tape down any part not come in contact with Remove the molding and 
of the molding that is the adhesive. cut out any old urethane
not flush to the body that might hinder flush
and glass. mounting. Then apply 

• DO NOT drive the fresh urethane to the 
vehicle prematurely. perimeter of the glass and

re-insert the molding.

Molding does not fit • Make sure that the If the molding is loose, Remove the molding and
flush to glass or body old molding is not the molding clips did cut out the old urethane.

misshapen in any way. not bite the lower clip Then replace the broken
• If there are clips or urethane. clips or add enough

attached, make sure urethane to make contact.
to dry fit the molding If the molding is raised
to check for alignment in one area or another, This may require the
and fit. the molding is probably removal and reset of the 

• Replace any broken bent or the glass is sitting glass and/or the replacement
or missing clips. too low in the pinchweld. of the moldings.

• Remove any old 
adhesive from the 
attachment area.

• Add enough urethane 
to make contact with 
molding and/or clips.

• Tape down any part 
of the molding that is 
not flush to the body 
and glass.

• DO NOT drive the 
vehicle prematurely.
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Windshield Repair

The specialized skill of windshield repair is the
final talent you must master during 10 Star
Training. It’s a skill that’s becoming more and
more important as time goes on in our industry,
and the last “star” you need to earn before 
putting your knowledge to the test to become 
a 10 Star Certified Technician.WATCH MODULE 10 

DVD/VIDEO: 

Windshield Repair





Rounding Out Your Skills As A 10 Star Technician.

Objectives:

❍ Study and master the windshield repair system endorsed by your shop

❍ Understand your shop’s rules governing repair, including size and 
location limitations

❍ Know common break types and the recommended procedures for 
repairing them

❍ Know the expected outcome of a repair and how to set expectations 
for the customer

❍ Learn and understand the ever-increasing importance of windshield repair

Windshield repair is here to stay. Insurance companies are taking a closer 
look at repair as an alternative to replacement when possible. Customers are
becoming more and more aware of windshield repair services. And shops that
offer windshield repair as part of their overall services are learning a relatively
quick, profitable way to satisfy customers and generate replacement referrals.

If you truly want to become a full service, completely trained auto glass
replacement professional, then you must be able to identify, understand 
and repair the most common windshield breaks.

Earning Your Star

❍ Ask any questions you might have based on the module video.

❍ Review the notes page and complete the assignments that follow. 
Most are hands-on assignments, though one “bonus” assignment 
requires documentation.

❍ COMPLETE YOUR EXPERIENCE LOG by the end of this module

❍ Become a qualified windshield repair technician based on the needs 
of your in-shop system.

❍ Review your assignments and module summary with your mentor, then
take the module quiz. You must pass the quiz with a perfect score before
advancing to the final examination stage of your 10 Star Training.

Module 10:
Windshield Repair.
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WINDSHIELD REPAIR 

IS HERE TO STAY

• In-Shop System

• Identifying Breaks

• Repairing Breaks

• Shop Requirements

• Repair Variables

10 
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• What are the four most 

common break types?

• Windshield repairs should 

be properly documented 

for “before” and “after” 

reference.

• How might a bright, sunny

day affect curing of a repaired

break in most systems?

• Why should you avoid drilling

a break to (or through) the

lamination?

• Use the special techniques 

of your in-house system to

make the best repair possible.

• What type of fabricated

(added value) windshield

should NEVER be repaired?

• Windshield repair attempts 

to restore integrity to the 

outer layer of glass.

• Do you know your state 

regulations regarding 

windshield repair?

• Repairs are not invisible.

However, they do improve 

the cosmetic appearance 

of the glass.

DATE

Questions? Tips? Tricks of the trade? Make note of them here, and make your
own reference guide! 
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Assignment 1
Learn your in-shop system.
Prior to your hands-on training, you are required to review and understand your in-shop 
windshield repair system and the training materials provided by that system. This could 
include manuals, how-to guides, videos and more. Take some time with the system to 
understand the different tools provided, the benefits and limitations of the system, and 
the special chemicals used to repair breaks. 

Now is the time to ask about, and learn, any specific approaches to repair your shop 
recommends, including size and location of breaks, and how to explain reparability 
(or non-reparability) to a customer. Also know your local or state laws that govern 
windshield repair.

And if you have yet to make a repair with your mentor, be sure your mentor assists 
you in completing assignment 2.

Assignment 2
Hands-on and written — Practice using your system.
In this assignment, you will practice using your in-shop system on an already broken 
windshield or scrap, laminated glass. Your mentor will provide you with a variety of breaks 
to repair; at the very least, you should encounter one of each of the most common breaks.

Most Common Break Types: Other Types Of Breaks:

❍ Bullseye ❍ Starburst
❍ Half Moon ❍ Angel Wing
❍ Star ❍ Straight Line 
❍ Combination ❍ Crack*

*Repairable crack length is based on shop policy and your specific system recommendations.

For each BREAK TYPE you repair during practice, document the start to finish procedure 
on a separate sheet of paper in your own words. (A minimum of four and maximum of 
eight types) Use the following as a guide for your documentation.

Type and size of break
Which break type are you repairing? Does your system provide a way to determine the 
probability of a successful repair based on the size, type and location of the break? 
Note it here.

Assess
Write down what you see before repair, what you expect the repair to look like when completed, 
and how you determined the break’s reparability. Also note the time/temperature and weather 
conditions in which the repair is made.

10 
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍
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Assignment 2 (continued)

Prepare
What steps does your in-shop system ask you to perform to prepare a break for repair?
Probing? Drying? Drilling and refracturing?

Repair
Document your repair procedure here based on the main steps of your in-house system. 
Note the number of vacuum/pressure procedures you used, any probing of break elements
and whether or not you were able to watch resin “fill” the break as you made the repair.

Cure
Write down your curing steps based on the recommendations of your system and the weather
conditions you are working under. Are there other steps you needed to take to fully cure the
break? (heat, probing, additional resin, etc.). Note the time you completed the repair.

Time
Document how long each repair takes from start to finish.

When completed, give your documentation to your mentor for review along with 
your sample repairs.

Assignment 3
Hands-on and written — Making a customer repair. 
This is a repeat of the previous assignment with two (2) major differences:

1. Under mentor supervision, you will execute a repair on a CUSTOMER’S vehicle
from start to finish; from setting expectations, pre-inspecting and documenting 
your work — to completing a quality repair and processing your customer’s visit.

2. You will document the repair much in the same way — type/size, assess, prepare,
repair, cure, time) on a separate sheet of paper. Add to this document any notes
about your customer’s reaction, and note the brand name of your in-house repair
system. Submit this document when you’ve finished the assignment.

Consider keeping a sample of the work you completed in Assignment 2 to assist you 
in setting expectations of a repair outcome for your customer.

❍
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____



Assignments.
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1
Assignment 4
Final assignment — Installation review.
With your assignments completed for Module 10, it’s time to turn your attention 
back to the overall focus of your 10 Star Technician Training: Installing and replacing 
auto glass parts.

Using the sample write-up at the end of the module as a guide, use a separate piece 
of paper to “write up” the procedures for replacing any part on EITHER the newest 
vehicle (by make, model and year) OR the most unusual installation you completed 
throughout the course of your training. 

The sample write up is for a windshield installation, however, you have the option 
of writing up any part installation that was either new to you, or somewhat difficult 
or unusual. 

Use your own words to describe the procedure in detail. Were there any replacements that 
were really challenging as far as attachments or moldings? What about special fabricated 
(value added) parts? Or a pillar to pillar installation that surprised you in any way?

Turn this write up into your mentor for review. There is a chance, even before you 
become 10 Star Certified, that this installation may be informative enough to be used 
in a nationwide database of installations.

Yes. You could be contributing to the education of other Technicians In Training — 
as well as other certified technicians!

Extra Credit
What do the letters “P-P-G” stand for?

10 
MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

❍

❍



What Do You Know?
Here are the objectives from the beginning of your module. Answer the questions that 
go along with each objective, and you’re ready to take your quiz!

1. Study and master the windshield repair system endorsed by your shop.
What is the name of your shop’s system? How long does an average repair take?

2. Understand your shop’s rules governing repair, including size and location limitations.
How does your shop determine the size of a break that CAN be repaired?

3. Know common break types and the recommended procedures for repairing them.
Most systems use _________________ and _________________ to clear air 
from a break, and inject resin into break elements

4. Know the expected outcome of a repair and how to set expectations for the customer.
In your own words, describe the difference in appearance between a repaired bulls-
eye and a repaired combination break

5. Learn and understand the ever-increasing importance of windshield repair.
Why is windshield repair important?

What does it mean to insurance companies? 

What does it mean to your customer?

Review.
Review of Module Objectives.

REVIEW

Before taking the following quiz,

answer these questions to review

Module 10 objectives.
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MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____



Name:

Tracking #:

Windshield Repair Quiz

1. What causes most windshield repair resin to cure?

a. Infra-red light c. Dissipation of solvents
b Chemical reaction d. Ultra-violet light

2. Can repair resins cause damage to vehicle paint?

a. Yes
b. No

3. One should never drill through the first layer of glass when prepping a break 
for repair.

a. True
b. False

4. Of the following types of breaks, which typically results in the best cosmetic result?

a. Star c. Bullseye
b. Combination d. Crack

5. What type of personal protective equipment should one wear when doing a 
windshield repair?

a. Leather safety gloves and forearm protectors
b. Latex gloves and safety glasses 
c. Dust mask and latex gloves 
d. Nitrile gloves and safety glasses 

6. Controlled heat application to the inside surface of the glass will cause the 
windshield to:

a. Contract c. Melt
b. Expand d. Distort

Module 10 Quiz.

QUIZ

Please complete the quiz 
in blue or black ink.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Now that you’ve completed your

assignments, get permission

from your mentor to take this

brief quiz. This is based on

everything you’ve studied in 

the module — video, hands-on

demonstrations and assignments.

If you have access to a DVD

player, you can practice taking

this quiz interactively at the end

of the Module 9 video to help

with many of the answers. The

interactive quiz fully explains 

the reasoning behind correct

and incorrect answers.

You must complete this quiz 

perfectly in order to advance 

to your 10 Star Final Examination.

10 



10 
7. A proper windshield repair is not visible to the naked eye.

a. True 
b. False 

8. The acute area is defined as:

a. The driver’s side wiper sweep
b. 5" by 8" rectangle directly in front of driver 
c. The wiper sweep on both sides of the windshield
d. 8" by 8" square from the top of the steering wheel

9. Every windshield break should be drilled.

a. True 
b. False 

10.Which of the following windshields should not be repaired?

a. Heads-Up-Display c. Rain sensor
b. Heated Windshields d. Heat sensing 



Troubleshooting.
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REPAIRABLE BREAKS

• Bullseye 

• Half Moon 

• Star

• Combination

• Starburst

• Angel Wing

• Straight Line

• Crack

10 
Repairable Breaks

Type Description (reference) Results

Bullseye Is marked by a clean, This is usually the most
separated cone in the successful repair.
outer layer of glass.

Half Moon Similar to the bullseye. This usually results in a
It has a half-circle good repair.
separation around the 
impact point.

Star Is marked by definite This usually results in a
rays radiating from the repaired break that has  
central impact point. a slight spider-web effect

appearance.

Combination A break that involves This will not completely
more than two types clear up. However, it will 
of breaks. be filled and greatly 

improved in appearance. 
It will have the center with
spider-web effect.

Starburst Is marked by definite This usually results in a
rays and multiple smaller repaired break that has 
rays radiating from the a more pronounced spider-
central impact point. web appearance.

Angel Wing A type of straight line Repair in this instance 
break with extending rays results in some outlining 
that appear to be of the wings.
feathered “wings.”

Straight Line A crack extending from This results in a repaired 
both sides of an impact break with a fine visible 
point that is not line.
perpendicular to the 
lamination. (on an angle)

Crack Is an extended crack from This results in a repaired 
both sides of an impact break with several drill 
point that is perpendicular holes visible, as well as a 
to the lamination. fine line.



Write-Up Sample And Instructions:
This example can be a guide for your installation write-up on a separate sheet of paper.
Use the “BOLDFACE” headlines for the appropriate steps and information, and be sure 
to provide key notes or tips that were important to your successful completion of the
installation.

You are not limited to windshield installations — simply a challenging, unusual or new,
never-before-seen parts installation on a vehicle, foreign or domestic. Document the
entire procedure — and be sure to give more information when you think it is necessary.

NAME: (print your name) SHOP: (print your shop’s name)

VEHICLE: Lincoln LS 2000
(Windshield)

NAGS #’s:
❍ DW1339 – Solar, Heated wiper park

❍ DW1340 – Solar, Heated wiper park, Rain sensor

KEY INFORMATION:
❍ Requires an upper molding.

❍ Glass comes heated in the wiper park area.

❍ It has the rain sensor option.

RECOMMENDED TOOLS:
❍ Pocket slot screwdriver

❍ Door pad tool

❍ Phillips tip screwdriver

❍ Tack puller

❍ 13mm Socket & Ratchet

❍ Glass cutout tool of choice

ADDITIONAL PARTS TO HAVE ON HAND:
❍ Top Molding:

• XW4Z 5403144 AA (OEM)*

• WTM D1339 (Precision)

❍ Acoustical Dam

*OEM parts numbers are subject to change

WINDSHIELD REMOVAL (replacement or remove and reinstall):
Prework

❍ Pre-inspection

❍ Personal Protection Equipment 

❍ Protect vehicle 

Sample.
Write-Up Sample and Instructions.

KEY ALERTS AND NOTES

ABOUT THIS INSTALLATION:

Alert! The rubber seal at the 

top of the cowl can be pulled

back to expose the edge of the

windshield. Though this may

appear that the cowl need not 

be removed, we recommend 

that the cowl be pulled.

Reattachment is very difficult.

Note: The glass comes with

metal brackets attached to 

the glass. The glass also has 

a special fritted area where 

the rain sensor is mounted.
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Parts and Glass Removal

❍ Remove the rain sensor. Pry off the plastic cover using your fingers. Gently
pry outwards the green retaining clips using a small flat head screwdriver.
Do not completely remove the clips. Then slide the rain sensor unit off the
glass and disconnect the wiring. Remove the mirror.

❍ Remove the interior “A” pillar garnish moldings on both sides. Disconnect
the heated windshield wiring harnesses. 

❍ Remove the “A” pillar reveal moldings. Pull back the door seal and remove
the five Phillips screws. At the base of the “A” pillar molding is a push-in
center, expandable retainer. Pry retainer off the “A” pillar molding and
remove the molding from the vehicle.

❍ Remove the wipers by removing the rubber wiper post caps and nuts (13mm).
Remove the wipers and store in safe area.

❍ Remove the two-piece cowl by removing nine retainers, similar to the
retainers used at the base of the “A” pillar.

❍ The top molding is a rain channeling, wrap-around style that must be
replaced with the glass.

❍ Cut out the glass using preferred tools.

Pinchweld Preparation and Fitting

❍ Before you clean and prep the pinchweld and glass, dry set the glass in the
opening for alignment purposes. Mark the glass and body with alignment
tape and cut the tape at the edge of the glass.

❍ Follow adhesive manufacturer’s cleaning and prep steps. 
(list adhesive brand/system)

Primer and Urethane Application

❍ Replace or reattach the top molding to the glass edge.

❍ Follow adhesive manufacturer’s cleaning and prep steps. 
(list adhesive brand/system)

❍ Apply urethane to the glass with a “V” cut applicator tip.

Glass and Parts Replacement

❍ Set the glass into the opening using suction cups.

❍ Press the glass firmly to wet-out the adhesive to the glass.

❍ Water test immediately, using warm water or electronic leak detector.
Repair any leaks.

Post Work 

❍ Replace the other parts in reverse order. Clean up any excess adhesive 
and clean the glass.

❍ Clean customer vehicle.

Sample.
Write-Up Sample and Instructions.
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KEY NOTES AND ALERTS:

Be sure to draw attention 

to information an installer 

needs to know, including 

safety issues, damage control

and leak possibilities

10 





Get Certified!

You Are Ready To Complete Your 10 Star Technician Certification

If you’ve completed each module successfully and are preparing for, or have
taken, your final written and video exam, then odds are you are more than
ready for NGA Certification. Visit the NGA website (www.glass.org) for 
complete registration information — including payments and scheduling —
for your NGA Certification.

Remember, to be certified as a PPG PROSTARS 10 Star Technician, you 
must have a current NGA Certification as well.

The reason for this is simple:

❍ NGA Certification has become an accepted — and sometimes requested 
— designation with insurance companies. As such, the NGA Certification
exam has been revised with the help of a committee of glass shops like yours
to better reflect the challenges that face today’s professional technician.

❍ PPG PROSTARS 10 Star Technician Training has been designed to help
you get the hands-on training and experience you need to better prepare
you for those challenges, and help prepare you for your final written certifi-
cation exam — one of the last steps in achieving your 10 Star Technician
Certification.

Certifications.
A Mark of Distinction.
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GET CERTIFIED

Visit the NGA website at

www.glass.org for complete 

registration information for 

your NGA Certification.





FINAL REQUIREMENTS

Now it is time to put all you’ve learned to the
test, with a written and videotaped final designed
to review the scope of your 10 Star Training. The
on-line quiz is a general review of the quizzes and
assignments you’ve already completed — while
the video test places your hands-on installation
skill on center stage.ON-LINE 10 STAR TRAINING 

CERTIFICATION TEST 

VIDEOTAPED INSTALLATION

PROCEDURES





Putting Your Knowledge To The Test

Getting Ready

You’ve covered a lot of material throughout your 10 Star Training — feel free to
take some time to review your completed module quizzes and assignments before
taking your final. The 10 Star Final written test is not designed to “stump” you.
Rather, it’s simply a measurement of how much information you’ve learned, or
made into a good “habit” over the course of your training.

When you feel you are ready, schedule a time to take the test through your mentor,
and follow these simple procedures:

Taking The Written Test

❍ After reviewing your training materials, schedule exam time with your mentor

❍ Your mentor will access a “trainee only” section of the 10 Star Training
Website and allow you to take the test on-line.

❍ During the examination, you will not be permitted to have any of your course
materials available for review.

❍ The final closely resembles the module quizzes you’ve taken throughout your
training — there will be one correct answer.

❍ When finished with the exam, notify your mentor.

Passing The Written Test

You can only earn a passing grade on the exam by earning a score of 90% or better.
And while that may seem like a lot, we’re confident that most of the answers will
be second nature to you by now based on your completed training modules.

But with that in mind, what if you don’t pass the first time around? 

Don’t worry. We understand that some of us aren’t at our best when taking written
tests. That’s why you’ll get an opportunity to re-take the exam if necessary.
Simply review your course material — paying particular note to your quizzes.
Notify your mentor when you feel ready to retake your final.

Passing your written test leads to the second part of the 10 Star Final — a video-
taped windshield installation from start to finish.

Here you get the chance to showcase your installation skills and procedures. 
And put your knowledge to the test where it matters the most — during a real
world installation.

10 Star Technician Training:
Final Requirements.
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THE WRITTEN TEST

• Schedule exam time 

with your mentor

• Take the on-line test 

• Notify your mentor 

when finished

• Score 90% or better



The Videotaped Test

Getting Ready

The idea of a videotaped installation should not be new to you by now — the installation
demonstrations and procedures you’ve seen in all of your module videos were videotaped
procedures completed by professional technicians, not actors.

You or your mentor will need to get access to a video camcorder, Super 8 or digital video
camera to record one of your windshield installations from start to finish. Assistance from
your mentor or from other members of your shop is not allowed during the procedure.

And while this may sound a little scary at first, rest assured in knowing two things here:

❍ Your mentor has a complete set of instructions and tips for easily completing the
videotaped exam.

❍ We are interested in documenting safe and proper installation procedure — not making
the next great Hollywood movie!

In addition, it’s good for you to know that your own mentor had to go through the 
same process!

Your Installation Is The Star

When you feel you are ready, let your mentor know in advance that you’d like to schedule
the videotaped exam. An appropriate time and day will be chosen, as well as a standard
urethane set replacement on a customer’s vehicle.

Your mentor will assist you in “setting up” the vehicle for video recording — what you
need to know is that this is NO DIFFERENT from any of the other windshields you’ve
replaced to date. What we’ll be looking to capture on tape is YOUR:

❍ Proper P.P.E. use and safety procedures

❍ All necessary documentation:  pre-inspection, batch numbers, use-by dates, 
temperature, etc.

❍ Mastery of industry tools

❍ Attention to ergonomics: proper body position, leverage, setting your feet, etc.

❍ Understanding of the six basic categories and 20 steps of proper installation

❍ Full cut technique and pinchweld preparation

❍ Proper handling and application of glass and pinchweld preps, primers and adhesives

❍ Safe removal and safe replacement of windshield glass

❍ Reinstallation of all necessary moldings, parts and accessories

10 Star Technician Training:
Final Requirements.

THE VIDEOTAPED TEST

You aren’t allowed to have 

assistance during the test; 

however, you don’t have to 

take the test until you feel that

you’re ready to succeed. 
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Taking The Videotaped Test

This is a test of your skill and knowledge, not speed. Take your time during this
last step. Your mentor will review your requirements for the installation you will be
taping, including where to set up, how the procedure will be taped, and what you
need to be aware of while you are working.

Listen carefully.  These instructions are designed to help you during your installation,
to see to it that the camera does not miss any one of your proper procedures.

At a predetermined starting point, you will begin the installation as if you are
encountering the vehicle for the first time — meaning, you will begin with pre-
inspection and vehicle documentation, and proceed through the six categories 
of installation in the proper order.

❍ Pre-work

❍ Parts & Glass Removal

❍ Pinchweld Preparation and Fitting 

❍ Primer and Urethane Application 

❍ Glass and Parts Replacement 

❍ Post Work

Your mentor has instructions for how to videotape your step-by-step procedure, 
so all you need to concentrate on is the installation at hand. If you make a mistake
while working, don’t panic — simply CORRECT the mistake. In truth, it is the
same procedure you’ve been working with all through your 10 Star Training. Treat
it as such, and you will do just fine!

As with the written final, it may come in handy to review any installation-related
materials prior to beginning your videotaped exam.

10 Star Technician Training:
Final Requirements.
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TAKING THE 

VIDEOTAPED TEST

• Schedule in advance

• Set up access to camera 

for taping

• Review instructions and tips 

• Listen carefully to instructions

• Proceed through the six 

categories of installation

• Relax



Passing The Videotaped Test

When completed with your installation, double-check your vehicle and your 
procedures to see that you’ve remembered everything you’ve been taught — as if you
were ready to return the vehicle to the customer. 

Your mentor takes things from there — and will submit your videotaped examination
to an independent PPG PROSTARS representative for final review. And while your
mentor understands how your installation will be graded, your mentor will NOT have
any input into grading the final video. You will be notified within three weeks of your
test date as to whether or not you have passed the video final.

If you do not pass the videotaped final, you will receive details as to why, and will have
another opportunity to complete the videotaped exam.

However, if you’ve followed the lead of your mentor throughout your training, you
KNOW what to look for, and what to put into a high quality, safe and proper installa-
tion. Do that on your tape, and we’re confident you’ll succeed on the first try.

10 Star Technician Training:
Final Requirements.

DOUBLE-CHECK 

YOUR WORK AND 

THEN YOU’RE DONE. 

You’ll be notified within three

weeks that:

• (1) you’ve been certified or

• (2) what to do to correct any

mistakes and finish the final.
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Trained. Experienced. Certified.

Add One More Word:  Valuable.

When you have achieved the training goal of 10 Star Certification by completing
the written and video final examination successfully, be sure to stop for a moment
and think about what you have accomplished:

❍ More than 5 hours of video demonstrations and overview.

❍ Step-by-step hands-on training in dozens of installation procedures.

❍ 10 distinct modules of industry and procedure-specific assignments 
and quizzes.

❍ A thorough knowledge of the all-important safety behind the procedures.

❍ A new appreciation of how each job is the most important job you 
will ever do.

Add to that your mastery of industry tools, knowledge of industry parts and
accessories, understanding of in-shop procedures and regulations, adhesive 
certification for your in-shop system, hands-on installation knowledge from 
pillar-to-pillar, troubleshooting and repair expertise, and, ultimately — your 
ability to satisfy a customer.

Considered separately, each task you have mastered is a critical part of a truly
professional technician.

But, taken together as a whole, it should be easy to see that you have become
more than the sum of the parts of this training program.

You have become a complete technician. Trained. Experienced. Certified. 
And VALUABLE. To your shop, your peers, and to the automotive industry.

You are a 10 Star Technician. Take pride in what you have accomplished and
remember that pride in your long and successful career as a Certified Auto 
Glass Technician.

Expectations.
Congratulations from PPG PROSTARS!

YOU HAVE:

• Completed hours of training.

• Gained a thorough knowledge

of safety procedures.

• Added to your ability 

to satisfy customers.

• Become an even more 

valuable employee.





Experience Log.
10 Star Technician Training.

Review these procedures and requirements. As your training demands, complete the information asked of you
within the logbook, and have your mentor sign off on the log where applicable.

If possible, do not use one vehicle installation for more than one type of installation.

Please give completed log to your mentor.

TOOLS (Your Mentor Should Complete These Two Columns)

Type Mastery Comments (use this space to comment on attention to safety,
(initials) use and care of industry tools)

Cutout Knife/Cold Knife

Molding Release Tool

Hook Tool

Utility Knives: Long Handle

Standard

Gasket Scraper 

Paddle Stick

Power Cutout Tools: List Types

(if applicable)

Additional Tools  (List Additional Specialty Tools)

Caulking Guns

CSR (Your Mentor Should Complete These Two Columns)

Minimum 4 HOURS spent Initials Procedures Observed
with at least 1 CSR Rep

Name/Title of Rep:

Name/Title of Rep:

Dates From:        /        / To:       /        /

Technician: Tracking #: Mentor:

Company Name:

City: State:

ADHESIVES (Mentor Evaluation)

In Shop Brand/System Certification? Comments
(list all used in shop) yes/no (use this space for proficiency notes on: adhesives, preps, primers, procedures)



PROCEDURES Stationary Windshield/Backglasses/Ventglasses/Quarterglasses (Mentor Columns)

Clip Chrome

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Clips on Glass

Clips on Molding

Clips on Body

Both Molding & Body

Blind Set

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Molding on Glass

Insert Style

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Molding Inserted

Gravity Stops

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Supported

Unsupported

Cut-out

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Normal Difficulty

Increased Difficulty

Fritted

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Fritted

Unfritted

Experience Log.
10 Star Technician Training.

*Witnessed or **One-man Set or
Completed Two-man Set

*Witnessed or Completed: Mark a W when you have witnessed the procedure take place.
Mark a C when you have actually completed the procedure yourself.

**One-man Set or Two-man Set: Mark an O for one-man set
Mark a T for two-man set



Experience Log.
10 Star Technician Training.

PROCEDURES Stationary Windshields/Backglasses/Ventglasses/Quarterglasses (Mentor Columns)

Electrical Connections

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Heated

Antenna

Gasket Set  Windshields/Backglasses/Quarterglasses

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Roped-in

Lipped-in

Exotic

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Rain Sensor

GPS

PAAS

HUD

*Witnessed or **One-man Set or
Completed Two-man Set

PROCEDURES Moveable Parts Backglasses/Ventglasses/Quarterglasses/Doorglasses

Backglasses  

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Roll Down

Hinged

Quarterglasses

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Ventglasses

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Doorglasses

Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Gear Driven

Tape Driven

Cable Driven

*Witnessed or **One-man Set or
Completed Two-man Set

*Witnessed or Completed: Mark a W when you have witnessed the procedure take place.
Mark a C when you have actually completed the procedure yourself.

**One-man Set or Two-man Set: Mark an O for one-man set
Mark a T for two-man set



Experience Log.
10 Star Technician Training.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Water Leak

Air Leak

Noise Complaint

Reinstallations

WINDSHIELD REPAIR
Type NAGS # Year, Make, Model W/C* Set**

Bullseye n/a

Star n/a

Combination n/a

Crack (if applicable) n/a

*Witnessed or **One-man Set or
Completed Two-man Set

*Witnessed or **One-man Set or
Completed Two-man Set

MENTOR 
INITIALS ______________

DATE _____/____/____

*Witnessed or Completed: Mark a W when you have witnessed the procedure take place.
Mark a C when you have actually completed the procedure yourself.

**One-man Set or Two-man Set: Mark an O for one-man set
Mark a T for two-man set




